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It was enacted as the Racial Preference Licensing Act. At a nationally televised signing ceremony,
the president-elected as a "racial moderate"- assured the nation that the statute represented a realistic
advance in race relations.

"It is," he insisted, "certainly not a return to the segregation policies granted constitutional
protection under the stigma-inflicting 'separate but equal' standard Plessy v. Ferguson established a
century ago.
"Far from being a retreat into our unhappy racial past," he explained, "the new law embodies
a daring attempt to create a brighter racial future for all our citizens. Racial realism is the key to
understanding this new law.
"It does not assume a nonexistent racial tolerance, but boldly proclaims its commitment to racial
justice through the working of a marketplace that recognizes and seeks to balance the rights of our black
citizens to fair treatment and the no less important right of some whites to an unfettered choice of
customers, employees and contractees. "
Under the new act,· all employers, proprietors of public facilities, and owners and managers of
dwelling places, homes and apartments could, on application to the federal government, obtain a license
authorizing them to exclude or separate persons on the basis of race and color. The license itself was
expensive, though not prohibitively so.
Once obtained, it required payment of a tax of 3 percent of the income derived from whites
employed or served, or products sold to whites during each quarter in which a policy of "racial
preference" was in effect. Congress based its authority for the act on the Constitution's commerce clause,
taxing power and general welfare clause.
License holders were required to display their licenses prominently and to operate their businesses
in accordance with the racially selective policies set out on their licenses. Specifically, discrimination had
to be practiced on a nonselective basis. Licenses were not available to those who might hire or rent to
one token black and then discriminate against other applicants, using the license as a shield against
discrimination suits.
Persons of color wishing to charge discrimination against a facility not holding a license would
carry the burden of proof, but the burden might be met with statistical and circumstantial as well as direct
evidence provided by white "testers." Under the act, successful plaintiffs would be entitled to damages
of $10,000 per instance of unlicensed discrimination, including attorney's fees.
License fees and commissions paid by license holders would be placed in an "equality fund" used
to underwrite black businesses, offer no-interest mortgage loans for black home buyers, and provide
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scholarships for black students seeking college and vocational education. The president committed himself
and his administration to the act's effective enforcement. "It is time," he declared, "to bring hard-headed
realism rather than well-intentioned idealism to bear on our long-standing racial problems.
"Policies adopted because ili:ey seemed right have usually failed. Actions taken to promote justice
for blacks have brought injustice to whites without appreciably improving the status or standards of living
for blacks, particularly for those who most need the protection those actions were intended to provide. "
Recalling the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and its 1991 amendments, the president pointed out that
while the once-controversial public-accommodation provisions in the 1964 act received unanimous judicial
approval in the year of its adoption, three decades later, the act's protective function, particularly in the
employment area, had been undermined by unenthusiastic enforcement and judicial decisions construing
its provisions ever more narrowly.
"As we all· know," the president continued, "the Supreme Court has now raised grave questions
about the continued validity of the 1964 act and the Fair Housing Act of 1968 along with their various
predecessors and supplemental amendments as applied to racial discrimination. The Court stopped just
short of declaring unconstitutional all laws prohibiting racial discrimination, and found that the existing
civil rights acts were inconsistent with what it viewed as the essential 'racial forgiveness' principle in the
landmark 1954 decision of Brown v. Board of Education.
"The Court announced further that nothing in its decision was intended to affect the validity of
the statutes' protection against discrimination based on sex, national origin or religion.
"It is important that all citizens understand the background of the new racial preference statute
we sign this evening. The Supreme Court expressed its concern that existing civil rights statutes created
racial categories that failed to meet the heavy burden of justification placed on any governmental policy
that seeks to classify persons on the basis of race. In 1989, the Court held that this heavy burden, called
the 'strict scrutiny' standard, applied to remedial as well as to invidious racial classifications.
"Our highest court reasoned that its decision in Brown did not seek to identify and punish
wrongdoers, and the implementation order in Brown n, a year later, did not require immediate
enforcement. Rather, Brown II asserted that delay was required, not only to permit time for the major
changes required in Southern school policies, but also-and this is important-to enable accommodation
to school integration that ran counter to the views and strong emotions of most Southern whites.
"In line with this reasoning," the president continued, "the Court referred with approval to the
late Yale Law Professor Alexander Bickel, who contended that any effort to enforce Brown as a criminal
law would have failed, as have alcohol prohibition, anti-gambling, most sex laws, and other laws policing
morals. Bickel said, 'It follows that in achieving integration, the task of the law ... was not to punish law
breakers but to diminish their number.'

"Now the Court has found professor Bickel's argument compelling. Viewed from the perspective
of four decades, the Court now says that Brown was basically a call for a higher morality rather than a
judicial decree authorizing Congress to outlaw behavior allegedly unjust to blacks because that behavior
recognized generally acknowledged differences in racial groups.
"This characterization of Brown explains why Brown was no more effective as an enforcement .
tool than were other 'morals-policing' laws, which are hard to enforce precisely because they seek to
protect our citizens' health and welfare against what a legislature deems self-abuse.
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"Relying on this reasoning, the Court determined that laws requiring cessation of white conduct
deemed harmful to blacks are hard to enforce because they seek to 'police morality. '
"While conceding both the states' and the federal government's broad powers to protect the
health, safety and welfare of its citizens, the Court found nothing in the Constitution authorizing
regulation of what government at any particular time might deem appropriate 'moral' behavior.
"The exercise of such authority, the Court feared, could lead Congress to control the perceptions
of what some whites believe about the humanity of some blacks. On this point," the president said, "I
want to quote the opinion the Supreme Court has just handed down: 'Whatever the good intentions of
such an undertaking, it clearly aimed for a spiritual result that might be urged by a religion but is beyond
the reach of government coercion.'
"Many of us, of both political persuasions" the president went on, "were emboldened by the
Court to seek racial harmony and justice along the route of mutual respect as suggested in its decision.
"This bill I now sign into law is the result of long debate and good-faith compromise. It is, as
its opponents charge and its proponents concede, a radical new approach to the nation's continuing
tensions over racial status. It maximizes freedom of racial choice for all our citizens while guaranteeing
that people of color will benefit either directly from equal access or indirectly from the fruits of the .
license taxes paid by those who choose policies of racial exclusion.
"A few, fmal words. I respect the views of those who vigorously opposed this new law. And yet
the course we take today was determined by many forces too powerful to ignore, too popular to resist,
and too pregnant with potential to deny. We have vacillated long enough. We must move on toward what
I predict will be a new and more candid and collaborative relationship among all our citizens. May God
help us all as we seek with His help to pioneer a new path in our continuing crusade to bring justice and
harmony to all races in America. "
Well, Geneva, you've done it again, I thought to myself as I finished her story well after
midnight. After all our battles, I thought I'd finally pulled myselfup to your unorthodox level of racial
thinking, but the Racial Preference Licensing Act is too much.
"You still don't get it, do you?"
I looked up. There she was-the ultimate African queen-sitting on the couch in my study. The
mass of gray dreadlocks framing Geneva's strong features made a beautiful contrast with her smooth
blue-black skin. She greeted me with her old smile, warm yet authoritative.
"Welcome," I said trying to mask my shock with a bit of savoir-faire. "Do you always visit folks
at two o'clock in the morning?"
She smiled. "I decided I could not leave it to you to figure out the real significance of my story."
"Well," I said, "I'm delighted to see you I " As indeed I was. It had been almost five years since
Geneva Crenshaw disappeared at the close of the climactic civil rights conference that ended my book,
"And We Are Not Saved." Seeing her now made me realize how much I had missed her, and I slipped
back easily into our old relationship.
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"Tell me, Geneva, how can you justify this law? After all, if the 14th Amendment's equal
protection clause retains any viability, it is to bar government-sponsored racial segregation. Even if-as
is likely-you convince me of your law's potential, what are civil rights advocates going to say when I
present it to them?
"As you know, it has taken me years to regain some acceptance within the civil rights
community-since I suggested in print that civil rights lawyers who urge racial-balance remedies in all
school desegregation cases were giving priority to their integration ideals over the clients' educational
needs. Much as I respect your insight on racial issues, Geneva, I think your story's going to tum the civil
rights community against us at a time when our goal is to persuade them to broaden their thinking beyond
traditional, integration- oriented goals. "
nOh, ye of little faith!" she responded. "Even after all these years, you remain as suspicious of
my truths as you are faithful to the civil rights ideals that events long ago rendered obsolete. Whatever
its cost to relationships with your civil rights friends, accept the inevitability of my Racial Preference
Licensing Act. And believe-if not me-yourself.
"Although you maintain your faith in the viability of the 14th Amendment, in your writings you
have acknowledged, albeit reluctantly, that whatever the civil rights law or constitutional provision, blacks
gain little protection against one or another form of racial discrimination unless granting blacks a measure
of relief will serve some interest of importance to whites. Virtually every piece of civil rights legislation
beginning with the Emancipation Proclamation supports your position.
"Your beloved 14th Amendment is a key illustration of this white self- interest principle. Enacted
in 1868 to provide citizenship to the former slaves and their offspring, support for the amendment
reflected Republicans' concern after the Civil War that the Southern Democrats, having lost the war,
might win the peace. This was not a groundless fear. If the Southern states could rejoin the union, bar
blacks from voting, and regain control of state government, they might soon become the dominant power
in the federal government as well.
"Of course, within a decade, when Republican interests changed and the society grew weary of
racial remedies and was ready to sacrifice black rights to political expediency, both the Supreme Court
and the nation simply ignored the original stated purpose of the 14th Amendment's equal protection
guarantee. In 1896, the Plessy v. Ferguson precedent gave legal validity to this distortion and then to a
torrent of Jim Crow statutes. 'Separate but equal' was the judicial promise. Racial subordination became
the legally enforceable fact. "
"Well, sure," I mustered a response, "the 14th Amendment's history is a definitive example of
white self-interest lawmaking, but what is its relevance to your Racial Preference Licensing Act? It seems
to me-and certainly will seem to most civil rights advocates-like anew, more subtle, but hardly less
pernicious 'separate but equal' law. Is there something I'm missing?"
"You are-which is precisely why I am here. "
"I could certainly," Isaid, "use more of an explanation for a law that entrusts our rights to
free-market forces. The Law and Economics experts might welcome civil rights protections in this form,
but virtually all civil rights professionals will view legalizing racist practices as nothing less than a
particularly vicious means of setting the struggle for racial justice back a century. I doubt I could
communicate them effectively to most black people. "
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"Of course you can't! Neither they nor you really want to come to grips with the real role of
racism in this country. "

"And that is?"
"My friend, know it! Traditional civil rights laws tend to be ineffective because they are built on
a law enforcement model. They assume that most citizens will obey the law; and when law breakers are
held liable, a strong warning goes out that will discourage violators and encourage compliance.
"But the law enforcement model for civil rights breaks down when a great number of whites are
willing-because of convenience, habit, distaste, fear or simple preference-to violate the law. It then
becomes almost impossible to enforce, because so many whites, though not discriminating themselves,
identify more easily with those who do than with their victims."
"That much I understand, " I replied. "Managers of hotels, restaurants and other places of public
accommodation have complied with anti-discrimination laws because they have discovered that, for the
most part, it is far more profitable to serve blacks than to exclude or segregate them. On the other hand,
these same establishments regularly discriminate against blacks seeking jobs. "
"Precisely right, friend. A single establishment, often a single individual, can be inconsistent for
any number of reasons, including the desire not to upset or inconvenience white customers or white
employees. More often, management would prefer to hire the white than the black applicant. As one
economist has argued, 'racial nepotism' rather than 'racial animus' is the major motivation for much of
the discrimination blacks experience."
"But nepotism," I objected "is a preference for family members or relatives. What does it have
to do with racial discrimination?"
Geneva gave me her "you are not serious" smile.
Then it hit me. "Of course! You're right, Geneva, it is hard to get out of the law enforcement
model. You're suggesting that whites tend to treat one another like family, at least when there's a choice
between them and us. So that terms like 'merit' and 'best qualified' are infinitely manipulable if and when
whites must explain why they reject blacks to hire 'relatives'-even when the only relationship is that of
race. So, unless there's some pressing reason for hiring, renting to, or otherwise dealing with a black,
many whites will prefer to hire, rent to, sell,or otherwise deal with a white-including one less qualified
by objective measures and certainly one who is by any measure better qualified. "
"Lord, I knew the man could figure it out! He just needed my presence. "
"Well, since a little sarcasm is the usual price of gaining face-to-face access to your insight,
Geneva, I am willing to pay. "
Actually racial licensing is like that approach adopted some years ago by environmentalists who
felt that licensing undesirable conduct was the best means of dealing with industry's arguments that it
could not immediately comply with laws to protect the environment. The idea is that a sufficiently high
penalty would make it profitable for industry to take steps to control the emissions (or whatever), which
would make it possible to reduce damage to health and property much more cheaply than an attempt to
control the entire polluting activity.
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"Come to think of it, Geneva, there's even a precedent, of sorts, for the equality fund. College
football's Fiesta Bowl authorities no doubt had a similar principle in mind when they announced in 1990
that they would create a minority scholarship fund of $100,000 or endow an academic chair for minority
faculty at each competing university; the aim was to induce colleges to participate in the Fiesta Bowl in
Arizona, a state whose populace has refused to recognize the Martin Luther King Jr. holiday. Sunkist
Growers, Inc., the event's sponsor, agreed to match the amount. Further 'sweetening the pot,' one
university president promised to donate all net proceeds to programs benefiting minority students."
"Both examples," remarked Geneva, "illustrate how pocketbook issues are always near the top
of the list of motives for racial behavior. That's why compliance with traditional civil rights law is
particularly tough during a period of great economic uncertainty, white nepotism becoming most prevalent
when jobs and reasonably priced housing are in short supply. At such times, racial tolerance dissolves
into hostility. "
"Just as during the 18908," I interjected, "when economic conditions for the working classes were
at another low point, and there was intense labor and racial strife. Today, whites have concluded, as they
did a century ago, that the country has done enough for black people despite the flood of evidence to the
contrary. The Supreme Court's civil rights decisions reflect the public's lack of interest. In the meantime,
enforcement of civil rights laws, never vigorous, has dawdled into the doldrums, and this inertia
encourages open violation and discourages victims from filing complaints they fear will only add futility
and possible retaliation to their misery. "
"All true," Geneva agreed.
"But given the already strong anti-civil rights trends," I argued, "wouldn't the Racial Preference
Licensing Act simply encourage them?"
. "You are resistant," Geneva replied. "Don't you see? For the very reasons you offer, urging
stronger civil rights laws barring discrimination in this period is not simply foolhardy; it's the waste of
a valuable opportunity. "
"Well," I acknowledged, "I have no doubt that a great many white people would prefer the
licensing act to traditional civil rights laws. The licensing feature provides legal protection for their
racially discriminatory policies- particularly in employment and housing-which whites have practiced
covertly, despite the presence on the books of civil rights laws and Court decisions declaring those
practices unlawful. "

"It is even more attractive," Geneva said, "in that thoughtful whites will view the new law as a
means of giving moral legitimacy to their discriminatory preferences by.adopting the theory that whites
have a right of non-association (with blacks), and that this right should be recognized in law."
"On those grounds," I put in, "the act could expect support from white liberals who think racial
discrimination abhorrent but are troubled by the need to coerce correct behavior. Whites will not be
happy about the equality fund, though these provisions might attract the support of black separatists who
would see the fund as a fair trade for the integration they always distrusted. But, believe me, Geneva,
no such benefits will assuage the absolute opposition of most civil rights professionals-black and white.
They remain committed-to the point of obsession-with integration notions that, however widely held in
the 19608, are woefully beyond reach today."
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"Don't start again!", Geneva threw up her hands. "I understand and sympathize with your civil
rights friends' unwillingness to accept the legalized reincarnation of Jim Crow. They remember all too
well how many of our people suffered and sacrificed to bury those obnoxious signs, 'Colored' and
'White.'
"I think: that even if I could prove that the Racial Preference Licensing Act would usher in the racial
millennium, civil rights professionals would be unwilling to-as they might put it-'squander our high
principles in return for a mess of segregation-tainted pottage.' Victory on such grounds is, they would
conclude, no victory at all. "
"You mock them, Geneva, but integration advocates would see themselves as standing by their
principles. "
"Principles, hell! What I do not understand-and this is what I really want to get clear-is what
principle is so compelling as to justify continued allegiance to obsolete civil rights strategies that have
done little to prevent-and may have contributed to-the contemporary statistics regarding black crime,
broken families, devastated neighborhoods, alcohol and drug abuse, out-of-wedlock births, illiteracy,
unemployment and welfare dependency?"
She stopped to take a deep breath, then went on. "Racial segregation was surely hateful, but let
me tell you, friend, that if I knew that its return would restore our black communities to what they were
before desegregation, I would think: such a trade entitled to serious thought. I would not dismiss it
self-righteously, as you tell me many black leaders would do. Black people simply cannot afford the
lUXUry of rigidity on racial issues.
"This story is not intended to urge actual adoption of a racial preference licensing law, but to .
provoke blacks and their white allies to look beyond traditional civil rights views. We must learn to
examine every racial policy, including those that seem most hostile to blacks, and determine whether
there is unintended potential African-Americans can exploit.
"Think about it! Given the way things have gone historically, if all civil rights laws were
invalidated, legislation like the Racial Preference Licensing Act might be all African-Americans could
expect. And it could prove no less- and perhaps more-effective than those laws that now provide us the
promise of protection without either the will or the resources to honor that promise. "
"Most civil rights advocates," I replied, "would, on hearing that argument, likely respond by
linking arms and singing three choruses of 'We Shall Overcome.' "
"You're probably right, friend-but it is your job, is it not, to make them see that racist opposition
has polluted the dream that phrase once inspired? However comforting, the dream distracts us from the
harsh racial reality closing in around you and ours. "
As I did not respond, Geneva continued. "You have to make people see. Just as parents used to
tell children stories about the stork to avoid telling them about sex, so for similarly evasive reasons many
black people hold to dreams about a truly integrated society that is brought into being by the enforcement
of laws barring discriminatory conduct. History and-one would hope-common sense tell us that dream
is never coming true. "
"Dreams and ideals are not evil, Geneva."
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"Of course, they aren't, but we need to be realistic about our present and future civil rights
activities. The question is whether the activity reflects and is intended to challenge the actual barriers we
face rather than those that seem a threat to the integration ideology. "

"That's all very high-sounding, Geneva, and I agree that we need a more realistic perspective,
but how can I bring others to recognize that need?"
"We might begin by considering the advantages of such a radical measure as the Racial
Preference Licensing Act. First, by authorizing racial discrimination, such a law would, as I suggested
earlier, remove the long- argued concern that civil rights laws deny anyone the right of non-association.
With the compUlsive element removed, people who discriminate against blacks without getting the license
authorized by law may not retain the unspoken but real public sympathy they now enjoy. They may be
viewed as what they are: law breakers who deserve punishment.
"Second, by requiring the discriminator both to publicize and to pay all blacks a price for that
'right,' the law may dilute both the financial and the psychological benefits of racism. Today even the
worst racist denies being a racist. Most whites pay a tremendous price for their reflexive and often
unconscious racism, but few are ready to post their racial preferences on a public license and even less
ready to make direct payments for the privilege of practicing discrimination.
"Paradoxically, gaining the right to practice openly what people now enthusiastically practice
covertly, will take a lot of the joy out of discrimination and replace that joy with some costly pain.
"Third, black people will no longer have to divine-as we have regularly to do in this
antidiscrimination era-whether an employer, a realtor, or a proprietor wants to exclude them. The license
will give them-and the world- ample notice. Those who seek to discriminate without a license will place
their businesses at risk of serious, even ruinous, penalties."
.
"It seems crazy," I began.
"Racism is hardly based on logic. We need to fight racism the way a forest ranger fights
fire-with fire. "
"Sounds to me," I said, "like trying to fight for civil rights the way Brer Rabbit got himself out
of Brer Fox's clutches in the old Uncle Remus story."
"Something like that." Geneva smiled, sensing that she was penetrating my skepticism. "In a bad
situation he lacks the power to get out of, Brer Rabbit uses his wits. He doesn't waste any energy asking
Brer Fox to set him free. He doesn't rely on his constitutional rights.
"Rather, he sets about pleading with Brer Fox that throwing him in the briar patch would be a
fate worse than death. Convinced that the worst thing he could do to Brer Rabbit was the very thing Brer
Rabbit didn't want him to do, Brer Fox threw Brer Rabbit right into the middle of the briar patch. And,
of course, once in the brambles, Brer Rabbit easily slipped through them and escaped."
"So, I pursued, "even if civil rights advocates are strenuously resisting seeing any benefits in the
Racial Preference Licensing Act, they may have their consciousness raised so as to seek out other sorts
of briar patches?"
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"Exactly. Civil rights advocates must first see the racial world as it is, determined by the need
to maintain economic stability. And then, in the light of that reality, they must try to structure both
initiatives and responses. We need, for example, to push for more money and more effective plans for
curriculums in all-black schools rather than exhaust ourselves and our resources on ethereal integration
in mainly white suburbs."
Drawing a deep breath, she asked, "Do you understand?"
"Understanding is not my problem," I replied. "It's conviction that comes hard. And selling your
position will require real conviction on my part. Even so, before committing it to my book, I'll try it out
in my next law review article. "
"I rather think law review editors and many of their readers will see my point more easily than
you. They, unlike many of you who have worked for integration for decades, may not harbor fond hopes
of America as having reached a racially integrated millennium. And they may be willing to look for
potential gain even in the face of racial disaster. Perhaps if they accept your article, you will come to see
the merits of my approach. "
"Geneva!" I protested. "I don't need a law review editor to give legitimacy to your far-out notions
about race. "
She smiled. "Let's just say that the editor's approval will give my approach acceptability,."
"In other words, you're saying I'll see its merits if white folks think it is a good idea. I don't
think that's fair. "
"Don't worry, friend. We black women are amazingly tolerant of our men's frailties in that area."
Geneva rose to her full six feet. Still smiling, she bent and kissed me before heading toward the
door. "Though you are impossible as ever, I have missed you."
The usually squeaky door to my study opened and closed, still not rousing my two large
Weimaraner hounds which, usually alert to the slightest sound, had slept soundly through Geneva's visit.
Could I myself have been sleeping and imagined she'd been there? No, there on my monitor was
every word of our conversation, miraculously transcribed and ready to insert into my new book.
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anything seen as a retreat from that goal. But
more of them, especially younger blacks, are
coming to understand that the effective
education of black children under a
white-controlled system is a very tricky affair.
In fact, it can be an outright contradiction.

In its landmark 1954 Brown decision, the
U.S. Supreme Court admitted that .this nation's
educational system has a long history of criminal
neglect of black children. Nearly four decades
later, alarming numbers of black children are
turning into neglected criminals. Did the court's
sentence of forced desegregation cause the
habitual offender to mend its ways?

In his autobiography, Malcolm X recounts an
eighth-grade incident in which a white teacher
tries to divest him of the delusion that he could
become a lawyer. Not that he isn't bright, the
English teacher says, but he should aim for
something like carpentry. "A lawyer - that's no
realistic goal for a nigger."

That verdict isn't clear. But a growing number
of blacks say that, whatever the gains in
integration, the bottom line is that the schools
are still failing too many minority children. Led
by educators building on the ideas of the late
Ronald Edmonds, a pioneer in the effective
schools movement, they fear that true integration
was easier to envision than to implement,
especially when it involves busing small children
far from home. Many school systems remain
virtually segregated, with glaring funding
inequities. Many schools considered integrated
are still largely segregated arrangements under
the same roof. The natural order seems to be an
endless round robin of court fights, retrenchment
and delays, punctuated by a decidedly widening
racial rift in society and on campus.

What part did that incident play in the fact
that a boy with one of the best minds of the 20th
century, who had previously been elected class
president, went on to become a bitter street
criminal, before [mally finding himself by a
supreme act of will while behind prison bars?
Malcolm described the encounter as "the first
major turning point of my life . . . It was then
that I began to change - inside. "
Today we might call that teacher's action
career tracking, but we're much less crude in
going about it. It's one of many stratagems that
help to
preserve the illusion of racially
integrated schools, a kind of self-fulfilling
prophecy wherein students are grouped
according to perceived learning ability and
likely career achievement. The result is
segregation by classroom rather than by school,
and it's not surprising that poor minority
students disproportionately populate the groups
with the least expectations and demands placed
on them.

Clearly the education system isn't solely to
blame for black students' consistently low scores
on basic skills tests and high rates of suspension,
failure and dropout; to a great extent it merely
reflects society's ills. Many poor black children
have been amply primed for failure before they
ever reach school,. having spent six years in the
hands of parents who were not prepared for
parental responsibility in the first place. That's
something many blacks still have trouble
acknowledging, usually because it's a favorite
refrain of racists. But blacks do know that
education remains the best hope for breaking
this cycle.

Blacks are painfully aware that educators'
attitudes play a key role in any child's
performance, and race can further complicate
that very tricky and subjective process. Does
the well-scrubbed suburban teacher see in that

It was blacks themselves who fought for
integrated schools and who continue to resist
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scruffy little projects kid a future lawyer, or
street criminal?

good as another, and that a good racial mix is
the best way to insure that.

That is why blacks find something so
insidious about the teacher's handling of
Malcolm, and worry about how many times it's
repeated every day. Even the black parents who
support integration seem to trade similar horror
stories as a matter of course. I remember the
audible reaction that scene elicited at a
screening of Spike Lee's movie version of
Malcolm's life. Black people have found no
English word for the emotion that produces that
sound, an emotion as old as their chattel
bondage. It springs from that part of the soul
whose job it is to deal with the dying of
children.

Others look at the current conditions and
wonder how they ever decided to entrust such
a vital function as education to anyone but
themselves. Education to them is not culturally
neutral. It's really how one group shapes the
thinking of the next generation, gives the young
a sense of who they are, how they came to their
present circumstances, and where they're going.
Under integration, blacks are discovering they
have surrendered a crucial tool that any group
uses to motivate its young: the ability to cast
itself in the best possible light, by teaching its
own story in its own way. Though such
guardians of Western civilization as Arthur
Schlesinger and William Bennett pompously
deny it, the dominant group in every culture
mixes a hefty dose of
sanitizing and
spin-doctoring into its approach to education.
Judging from the hysterical resistance to almost
anything having to do with multiculturalism from the Rainbow Curriculum in New York, to
recent attempts to put Columbus into perspective
- the victors who write the history will continue
to insist that their version alone is undistorted.

They know that there are many ways for
children to die - physically, mentally, spiritually
- and that black children are doing all those and
finding new ways as well. We are confronted
daily with the entire array, a bewildering depth
of failure and hopelessness among the youths of
our inner cities, the senseless murders, drug
abuse, joblessness, teen pregnancies. Forty
percent of black children live in poverty, and the
rate is growing. Blacks account for a third of
new AIDS cases. Infant mo~ity rates and life
expectancy in some inner cities are less than
. those of Third World nations. A quarter of
young black males are in jail or on probation.

Despite their excesses, diversity proponents
are calling attention to
something vital.
Afrocentrists such as Molefi Asante understand
that the family and socializing experience of
some black children - especially the poorest and
least likely to achieve - remains far too deficient
to saddle them with the added burden of an
alien school environment. Yet poor children,
who most need the support of community,
teachers and parents, are the ones likeliest to be
bused far away from it. Their self-esteem is
already fragile~
having been raised in
impoverished surroundings and been told in
countless ways that society considers them
inferior. If education isn't presented in a way
that's compatible with their own lives and
experiences, it's easy to see how they could
become confused and instinctively resist it.

We can debate whether things came to such a
state because of hard times, bad parents or a bad
educational experiment, but it's clear that we've
raised a generation that isn't equipped to cope
with what it faces.
Blacks appear no less hazy than scholars and
whites about the proper direction of education.
Polls that ostensibly show black support for
busing and integration are more likely a
reflection of the human tendency to prefer the
devil they already know. Those blacks who see
education primarily as a neutral process of
imparting information and job skills tend to go
along with shifting students around. They accept
the proposition that one school should be as

The scholars who emphasize black
consciousness are at least reminding less radical
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black adults of our own confusions from long
ago, when we rarely saw ourselves in those
textbooks. Only in hindsight, they say, can we
appreciate how important it was to have a
school environment that eased our confusion and
demanded that we achieve.

returning to neighborhood elementary schools,
suggest that such programs don't help.
But so far, neither has the current blind
pursuit of integration. Nationally, whites have
generally found ways to circumvent the
egalitarian intent of the Brown mandate - private
schools, clever tricks with district lines, funding
through property taxes, whatever it takes to
institutionalize the advantages of relative
prosperity in superior schools. Time and again,
court decrees are revealed as mere words, to be
interpreted by politicians and bureaucrats who
know how to count votes.

Few of those blacks having second thoughts
about the compromises made under integration
are hostile to the actual concept; most simply see
it as a possible misplaced priority, consuming
energy that might be better spent . fighting for
schools better geared to the needs of black
children.

Is it just a matter of time before this house of
cards, this patchwork of ever-unstable unitary
school arrangements, crumbles anyway, leaving
blacks with nothing but the shell of the Brown
decision? It could happen, if for no other reason
than that it relies on endless federal intervention,
which
violates the fundamental American
religion of local control over education.

Even some staunch defenders of the
desegregation approach aren't willing to dismiss
such alternatives entirely, given the scope of the
problem. "You can go away and prepare
(separately), but you've got to come back" and
learn to compete in the mainstream,said Percy
Bates, director of the .federal Desegregation
Assistance Center at the University of Michigan.
"I'm not willing to let the system off the hook. "

"You try to touch local control, you really
touch a raw bone in American politics," said
professor Thomas Pettigrew, a social
University of
psychologist at the
California-Santa Cruz and frequent consultant in
school desegregation cases. Some whites can
see the forces hindering minority achievement,
and might even be sympathetic. But as a group,
their education agenda simply isn't the same.
How many of even the most liberal wind up
sending their children to private schools?

Fledgling efforts in that direction still haven't
caught fire in Pinellas and Hillsborough, but
they are growing nationwide. Many heavily
black cities such as Atlanta and Washington
have incorporated Afrocentric programs into
their schools. Milwaukee and ·Detroit are
experimenting with special schools for high-risk
inner-city African-American males, who
constitute a virtual endangered species. Many
are encountering problems and setbacks, which
seem inevitable. On the other hand, an effort
similar to the one that failed in Hillsborough
seems to be surviving in Louisville; designed to
educate poor children in neighborhood schools
during the crucial early years, it too drew
resistance from old-guard black leaders
protecting a hard-won court desegregation
order.

Though the majority tend to pay lip service to
the value of integrated education, they are far
more interested in paying for their own
neighborhood
schools. They worry about
declining academic standards, and their main
concern is keeping their children competitive
with the rest of the world by giving them every
advantage. They haven't really warmed to the
idea of diverting resources for catch-up
education for the low-achieving offspring of the
irresponsible poor. They tend to see any
compromise between those behind and those
ahead as automatically penalizing the leaders.

That resistance is understandable, since the
cost for retreat could be very high. Proponents
of such schools haven't solved the fundamental
problem of unequal resources. And some data,
such as Norfolk, Va. 's experiment with
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What might surprise some blacks is how many
of their own middle class feel the same way.
Metropolitan Atlanta is one of many examples of
a school system left mainly poor and black by
the phenomenon of black suburban flight. At
some point we will have to come to terms with
the fact that what looks like a racial disparity in
education resources is largely a class disparity;
it just so happens that the poor are
disproportionately minorities. Even now the
courts are grappling with the question of just
how equal is equal enough under Brown. But no
court is likely to decree that class advantages
themselves are unconstitutional.

children seems to make more sense than endless
hand-wringing and moral appeals. As Bates put
it in a 1990 paper, Desegregation: Can We Get
There From Here?, desegregation efforts should
continue, "But we also need to broaden our
focus and develop new strategies that are
dependent neither on the courts nor on the good
will of white America. "
Another part of the equation may lie in
attacking some of the other factors that hamper
achievement. The best thing that could happen to
black Americans right now is not a return to
neighborhood schools but the return of good
blue-collar manufacturing jobs that promote
stable families.

Pettigrew. a firm believer in desegregation.
calls that "the Reverse Robin Hood Principle .
. . the poor supporting the -rich" by going
without.

The second-best thing that could happen is a
clear message from black leaders that
permissiveness. irresponsibility and an
in-your-face attitude are luxuries that those at the
bottom simply can't afford. In a weakened state
to egin with, blacks as a group were even more
vulnerable to a destructive trend in American
popular culture that erodes the underpinnings of
solid families.
An atavistic. tuned-out
generation, seemingly content to hear only the
vain emoting of its own rap priests. seems to be
yearning for a black self-determination that can
never exist without the contributions they are
ill-prepared to make. They must be shown that,
but they must also be offered viable alternatives,
through remedial education. health care.
instruction in parenting, help in rebuilding
neighborhoods, and real opportunities to earn a
living.

Obviously. money does matter. and no one
has yet proved that some sort of integration
isn't essential to even a minimally fair
distribution of resources. Fancy computer labs
may be optional; but unheated. crumbling
buildings with leaking sewage, the kind of
horrors Jonathan Kozol documented so
compellingly in his bestseller Savage
Inequalities, are unforgivable. Kozol's book
should be required reading for every parent,
black or white, who ever voiced- a casual opinion
on busing.
The fight for better resources shouldn't be
abandoned. Still. government cannot repeal the
hard truth that success breeds success. The
surest way to have motivated children has
always been to have motivated parents. and
those can't be created overnight. The poor don't
have to stay behind. but they do have to start
from where they are.

In the end, blacks don't care about busing.
they care about education. the prize that was
systematically denied them to keep them in
bondage. They'll bus their kids to hell and back
so long as they think it'll give them the fighting
chance the parents never had. But I believe they
would just as readily consign integration itself to
hell if they discover it's crippling too many of
those children.

That is the paradox with which blacks must
struggle. Where only incremental progress seems
possible. dramatic progress seems essential. No
Great Leap Forward~ no massive infusion of
catch-up funds from empty government
treasuries, seems forthcoming. In the inner
cities, where the problems of failure are most
urgent, trying out schools that might help poor

Carl McClendon is a staff writer ·for the
Times. Copyright C 1993, The St. Petersburg
Times. Reprinted with Permission.
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SHEFF V. O'NEILL: Doubting Desegregation
Critics Charge That Integration Gets Minority Children Nowhere Fast
CAROLE BASS
The Connecticut Law Tribune
January 10, 1994
The debate is as old as America's public schools. In trying to figure out how to get the best education
for their children, some black Americans advocate integration, figuring that money and status - and thus
the top schools - will always be where the white kids are. Others prefer separate schooling, on the
theory that it will give black parentS and educators more control.
Since the u.S. Supreme Court declared "separate but equal" schools for blacks and whites
unconstitutional in Brown v. Board of Education 40 years ago, the integrationist approach has dominated
the debate.
Even as civil-rights lawyers racked up victories in the courts, however, .some voices questioned what
improvements court-ordered desegregation had produced in the schools for children of color. Now those
voices, always present in the philosophical debate, are growing louder in the tactical arena as well.
Around the country, at least three African-American mayors have recently come out in favor of lifting
court desegregation orders in their cities. At least two others propose scaling back busing instead
emphasizing voluntary desegregation measures and other school reforms.
Even the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, that bastion of traditional,
litigation-based integrationism, may be edging toward reluctant acceptance a separate-but-equal schools.
The NAACP still strongly supports deSegregation. But "at the present time, we are more concerned with '
the quality of education," Beverly P. Cole, the organization's director of education and housing, told The
New York Times last month. "This has to take precedence over whether schools are integrated."
Quality education has always been the overriding goal, people on both sides of the debate say. The
difference is over how best to reach that goal.
Connecticut's school desegregation case, Sheff v. O'Neill , fits squarely into the integrationist
tradition. It seeks a declaration that the profound racial and economic segregation marking Connecticut's
schools violate the state constitution. And it contends that the only remedy for that violation is a court
order desegregating - by unspecified means - the schools in Hartford and 21 surrounding towns.
Yet Sheff also goes beyond the integrationist tradition.
The suit, in which Superior Court Judge Harry Hammer has scheduled a post-trial hearing for Feb.
4, identifies racial isolation and concentration of poverty as the twin evils of Connecticut's school system.
And the plaintiffs have made "educational equity," not "desegregation," their watchword.

Carole Bass is a reporter for THE CONNECTICUT LAW TRIBUNE. This article is
reprinted with permission of the Tribune. June 1994 THE CONNECTICUT LAW
TRIBUNE. c 1994 THE CONNECTICUT LAW TRIBUNE.
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"In constructing Sheff," says John C. Brittain, one of the plaintiffs attorneys and a constitutional-law
professor at the University of Connecticut School of Law, "I drew on my roots on both sides of the
family" - both integrationist and what he called "self-segregationist."

Desegregation Differences
The varying legal strategies seeking better education for black children stem only partly from
philosophical differences and partly from practical considerations. For 20 years, the U.S. Supreme Court
has been backing away from Brown's full-steam-ahead approach to desegregation. At the same time,
many black parents and students complain that court-ordered desegregation isn't all it's cracked up to be.
When busing comes, most often it's children of color who ride to schools outside their neighborhoods.
School discipline and dropout rates are disproportionately high among black students. Wide racial gaps
persist in tests scores, graduation rates and other standard measures of academic achievement.
Seeing the increasing.difficulty of winning meaningful integration in federal court, and believing that
Hartford's black community wasn't ready to support such a move, Brittain for years counseled against
bringing a Connecticut suit. When the Sheff plaintiffs fmally did file, they did so in state court, under
a state constitution that's uniquely amenable to a demand for regional desegregation.
Sheff is a de facto segregation case. The plaintiffs contend that the Connecticut Constitution makes
the state responsible for providing public education free from segregation, regardless of who caused it.
That claim, too, sets Sheff v. O'Neill apart from traditional school-desegregation suits.
When Chief Justice Earl Warren, writing for the Court in Brown v.· Board of Education, declared that
"separate educational facilities are inherently unequal," he was referring to schools segregated by law or .
official schoolboard policy. In recent years, the Court had ended district-:eourtjurisdiction over several
school systems that had long operated under desegregation orders. The school systems, the Court found,
have no obligation to counteract segregation caused by "demographic changes."
In essence, the Court said that if black schools are black because so many white families have moved
out of the desegregated area, for example, or because that area's neighborhoods are increasingly divided
by race, then "separate-but-equal" schools are constitutionally OK.

Icing on the Cake
They're also educationally OK, even desirable, some African-Americans believe. Several big-city
mayors have recently joined those ranks.

In St. Louis, where the city schools are more than three-quarters black and Latino, 14,000 minority
students ride buses to suburban schools under a 12-year-old voluntary plan devised to settle a
desegregation suit. Mayor Freeman Bosley Jr., the city's first black chief executive, wants to bring those
students home.
The state of Missouri has asked the U.S. district court overseeing the case for a declaration of unitary
status - a judicial determination that the schools have me their constitutional obligation to desegregate.
When schools achieve unitary status, court jurisdiction ends.
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The St. Louis branch of the NAACP, a plaintiff intervenor, strenuously opposes the state's move.
Bosley supports it. He argues that the time and money spent busing city kids to the suburbs would better
be spent improving urban schools.
Denver Mayor Wellington Webb. holds a similar view. "He deeply honors the people who worked to
put busing in place 20-odd years ago," says Donna Good, an aide to Webb. "But he believes the
environment has changed," from an all-white power structure to "a diverse group looking out for the
interests of diverse constituencies."
Under Denver's busing plan, some minority kids go to neighborhood schools only two years out of 12,
Good says. "That fragments communities. When I was a kid, if I acted out of line two blocks away,
my parents heard about it. Nowadays, kids aren't known in their own communities."
So when the defendant Denver school system moved for unitary status, Webb sought, unsuccessfully,
to intervene in support.
The city wanted to offer evidence that "what segregation exists was through voluntary choices about
housing, " says Assistant City Attorney Stan M. Sharoff. "The 1990 census would show that housing was
even more segregated th'an in 1980. " Yet, he contends, "There was affordable housing in all parts of the
city," and people of color can live wherever they want. Thus, the remaining school segregation is due
to demographics, meeting the Supreme Court's test for unitary status, Sharoff says.
Webb did propose voluntary programs to help integrate Denver's housing. Yet the mayor himself
"chooses to live in a black neighborhood," Sharoff says. "So I guess he sees both sides of the coin."
In Wilmington, Del., Mayor James Sills helped broker a tentative agreement that, if approved, would
end court jurisdiction over a metropolitan desegregation plan that has produced some of the most racially
integrated schools'in the country ..The deal would phase out racial-balance' goals over four years. After
that, it would be up to a local school officials to decide whether to pursue desegregation through
continued mandatory measures, through voluntary means, or not at all.

In Seattle and Cleveland, black mayors are also working to cut back on racial busing.
These mayors are hardly espousing new ideas. Derrick A. Bell Jr., a national expert on race and the
law, has written extensively about what he calls the "ebb and flow" of African-American opinion through
history, from integration to separate schooling and back. (See accompanying story, page 19.)
"We're probably seeing a shift back toward educating kids in their own community," Bell, a professor
at New York University School of Law, says in an interview. "They'll try thatfor a while and then get
frustrated and talk about integration. "
Bell himself believes history has discredited "trying to use integration as leverage to get quality"
education.
"Integrated schools are like frosting on a cake," he says; "If there is substance and quality in the cake,
then the icing is going to add flavor. If all we're focused on is icing, then it's going to be a disasterwhether we're talking about schools or pastry."
The Stigma Matters
To Gary Orfield, integration is an essential ingredient.
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A Harvard University education professor (and expert witness for the Sheff plaintiffs) who has studied
school desegregation for decades, Orfield released a national report last month showing that black and
Latino students are more segregated than ever. Connecticut showed one of the largest increases in what
Orfield calls "intense segregation": schools in which at least 90 percent of the students are members of
racial minorities.
The study, conducted for the National School Boards Association, also found a tight link between racial
segregation and concentrations of poverty.
"Much of the educational damage of racial segregation probably grows out of this relationship," the
report says. "Segregated schools concentrate poverty and low achievement in schools that are not equal.
Children in such schools are literally cut off from avenues to opportunity commonly available in
middle-class schools."
Chief Justice Warren had much to say about the educational damage of racial segregation in Brown v.
Board of Education, and the psychological damage as well.
"In these days, it is doubtful that any child may reasonably be expected to succeed in life if he is
denied the opportunity of an education," Warren wrote. Sending black children to "black" schools
"generates a feeling of inferiority as to their status in the community that may affect their hearts and mind
in a way unlikely ever to be undone." This reasoning underlay his finding that "in the field of public
education the doctrine of 'separate but equal' has no place."
The stigma of attending segregated schools is even more powerful than in the days of Brown, Orfield
says. "The stigma covers whole districts. People say, 'Oh, the Chicago schools are terrible. The
Detroit schools are terrible. Employers don't recruit in city schools'". Yet "since the Brown decision,
education has become more decisive" in determining whether poor kids have a shot at decent jobs, he
says.
To overcome the burdens of poverty without desegregation, "you're either going to need incredibly
unequal resources or amazing leadership," Orfield says. "And neither of those is going to come in a
lasting way to schools that serve poor kids. Nobody has any models for large-scale success" in poor,
urban schools.
Lost Generation
Historically, the NAACP has shared Orfield's view. "Green follows white," organization leaders like
to say in explaining why they believed predominantly black schools would never get the money they

needed.
The NAACP certainly hasn't abandoned its support for integration. "We recognize that desegregation
goes well beyond student assignment and transportation," says Pace McConkie, an assistant general
counsel who handles school cases. Still, busing is "one factor that must be considered in trying to
achieve quality education for minority students. We want quality education within desegregated school
systems."
McConkie echoes Orfield's argument that resources don't and won't flow to schools populated by poor
children of color. Yet he maintains that his views are consistent with those of Beverly Cole, the NAACP
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official who told The New York Times that quality education "has to take precedence over whether
schools are integrated."
"We have to deal with the realities of it," he says. "Segregation is worse than ever. We can't lose
this generation of students today. If they can't receive the benefits of an integrated education, at least
they can receive the other benefits that students in the suburbs have. "
Here in Connecticut, Sheff plaintiff's attorney John Brittain says he's trying to combine the
integrationist and non-integrationist ideals.
"Even with the maximum integrationist remedy, with the facial and ethnic population in the greater
Hartford region just under two-thirds white and just under one-third African-American and Latino, you're
still going to have pockets and corridors of nearly all children of color," Brittain says.
"Furthermore, notwithstanding all the massive hysteria about transportation" - that is, busing - "the
plaintiffs do have a vision that there will be a choice. Some mandatory, some voluntary. Some
integrationist, some non-integrationist. Some more money, some more student diversity.
"The children that have the least and need the most should be the primary focus, " Brittain says. "And
they may choose schools that are self-segregationist. "

Carole Bass is a reporter for THE CONNECTICUT LAW TRIBUNE. This article is
reprinted with permission of the Tribune. June 1994 THE CONNECTICUT LAW
TRIBUNE.
c 1994 THE CONNECTICUT LAW TRIBUNE.
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Separate and Equal: School Segregation
Traub, James
The Atlantic
September, 1991
IN 1961, WHEN a black dentist named A.
L. Dowell sued the Oklahoma City School
Board for refusing to grant his son Robert
admission to all-white Northeast High School,
the city's black population was living under Jim
Crow. Robert Dowell was enrolled in the only
black high school in town-Douglass, located
about a mile from Northeast. Douglass teachers
from those days remember the hand-me-down
textbooks they had to work with, so tattered that
they had to leaf through the first few pages to
divine the subject. Former students recall
trudging several miles north to school from the
neighborhood where blacks were confined.
There were no school buses for black children.

be integrated without busing. A committee of
the school board, led by a black man, was
proposing a return to neighborhood schools at
the elementary school level. The only schools
that would become "racially identifiable" would
be right there in the Northeast neighborhood,
which had gone from all white to all black.
The striking thing about the meeting at
Northeast High that evening. is that the great
majority of parents spoke in favor of the new
plan, despite the fact that it would return many
of their children to segregated elementary
schools (an option of the plan allowed black
parents to send their children to a white-majority
school, using transportation provided by the
school board). Civil-rights activists bitterly
reproached the board members for marching
backward. But the activists constituted a distinct
minority, and they were seen as remnants of an
. older order .."It was very painful," says Susan
Hermes, who chaired the school board at the
time and is an advocate of the plan. "Many of
these people have fought for civil rights all their
lives. The most difficult part for them is to let
go of that and let people work together in other
ways."

On a summer evening twenty-three years
later, in 1984, a group of school-board members
ventured up to Northeast High School to speak
with parents and community leaders. In the
intervening· years the world had turned upside
down, and it was about to tum upside down
again. The first great change had taken place in
1972, when, after a decade of dithering and
appeals, the school board had implemented the
Finger Plan, a desegregation plan that called for
the mandatory busing of both black and white
children. The Oklahoma City schools followed
the trajectory of desegregated urban school
systems allover the country: resistance,
submission, racial tension, white flight, and
peace, if not always harmony. By the end of the
1970s the school bus had lost its totemic status:
it had betome an inconvenience and an irritant
rather than a moral affront.

. The NAACP Legal Defense Fund took the
school board to court, as it had two decades
earlier. After five years the matter landed in the
Supreme Court. The case was expected' to
provide the most important busing decision of
recent years. In mid-January of this year the
Court concluded, with a restraint somewhat
disappointing to both sides, that a school board
can be released from court-ordered busing and
can even permit some resegregation as long as it
has taken all "practicable" steps to .eliminate the
"vestiges" of past discrimination. The case was
remanded to federal court, where it remains.

And now the school board had come to
propose a return to the status quo ante. In 1977
a federal judge had conceded that schools could
be excused from the busing plan as the
neighborhoods around them became integrated.
By 1984 blacks were sufficiently scattered across
Oklahoma City that many of the schools could
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In his dissent Justice Thurgood Marshall
condemned the decision as a reversal of the
progress made since 1954, when the Court
nullified the principle of "separate but equal" in
Brown v. Board of Education. Many civil-rights
activists, including those in Oklahoma City,
have expressed fear about just this point. But
most of the parents and teachers and
administrators I spoke with recently during a
week in Oklahoma City viewed the
neighborhood plan for elementary schools in
nonracial terms. Black parents often repeated
what was said during the 1984 discussions at
Northeast High: they believed in integration, but
they were more concerned about the quality of
their children's education. And they believed
that their children could get an equal education
in a racially separate setting--a historic change
from the era of forced segregation.

not repudiate the doctrine of "separate but
equal" as a simple violation of the
equal-protection clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment. Rather, the Court concluded that
"in the field of public education the doctrine of
'separate but equal' has no place." This was so
because state-sponsored segregation, according
to contemporary sociological research,
"generates a feeling of inferiority among
excluded black children as to their status in the
community that may effect their hears and minds
in a way unlikely ever to be undone." Black
children had a right to equal education, and
segregated education could not be equal.
The NAACP lawyers who argued Brown
were explicit on this score. Robert Carter, now
a federal judge in Manhattan, has written.
"When we fashioned Brown, on the theory that
equal education and integrated education were
one and· the same, the. goal was equal
educational opportunity, not integration. ". It was
mere common sense, in the world of Jim Crow,
that black children could not get a decent
education without access to white facilities.
That segregation also had a stigmatizing effect
on black children seemed on less obvious,
though the proof consisted largely of controlled
experiments in laboratory-like settings; one
famous example was Kenneth Clark's survey of
children's racial attitudes using white dolls and
black dolls.

I asked Arthur Steller, who came to
Oklahoma City as superintendent of school six
years ago,· whether desegregation had become
irrelevant. Steller, a poised, dark-suited Yankee
who is white, had obviously given a lot of
thought to the question. He replied, "Peole have
said historically that we need to have black
youngsters in white schools because that's the
only way they're going to get a good education.
At one point in time that may have been true.
However, there's nothing that makes that
inherently true if you can eliminate the inequity
of resources and if you put a focus and attention
on reducing the achievement gaps between
minority and majority students. It's more
important for us to desegregate educational
results than it is to physically desegregate
students." When I asked Steller. whether he
would contemplate returning all levels of schools
to a neighborhood plan, he didn't blink. "You
could," he said. "We just haven't gotten in any
discussion of that particular issue yet. "

The nature of the Brown decision and of the
expectations it raised meant that desegregation
could be both a success and a failure. It could
be a success because the schools were integrated
and because those schooJs helped knit the races
together. It could be a failure because blacks
could continue to lag behind whites
educationally. That's more or less what has
happened.

The CAMPAIGN to desegregate the schools
was conducted as part of the civil-rights
struggle, not the education-reform movement, so
most people assume that the integration of the
schools was an end in itself, as was the
integration of.lunch counters and bus terminals.
But that's not quite so. The Brown decision did

Desegregation has generally taken root where
courts have ordered it, norwithstanding appalling
exceptions like Boston. Ten years ·after Brown
less than two percent of southern black
schoolchildren were attending schools with white
children. But the passage of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964, President Lyndon Johnson's
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personal commitment to advance the civil-rights
agenda despite the political costs of doing so,
and a series of decisions at the federal and
Supreme Court levels all worked together to
compel recalcitrant school boards to design and
implement busing plans. From 1968 to 1972 the
proportion of southern black children attending
schools that were at least half white shot from
19 percent to 45 percent. Then progress stalled;
the figures have remained essentially stable.

mandatory busing. A study of the studies, by
Robert Crain and Rita Mahard, concluded that
most evaluations of desegregation in terms of
achievement are somewhat favorable; Crain and
Mahard posit an average gain of four IQ points.
Gary Orfield, of Harvard University, probably
the leading scholar of desegregation issues,
concedes that "nothing makes a huge difference"
to test scores, including integration. Orfield
argues that the most beneficial effects of
desegregation come later, with college and
career prospects. Yet another overview, from
1988, concludes that "the impact of
desegregation on college attainment is positive,
though not strong, for Northern blacks." Data
on career attainment are sketchy.

Southern schools are in fact more
desegregated than northern ones. In most of the
great northern cities desegregation either was
never seriously tried for was tried only after so
many whites had left the city for the suburbs
that there simply weren't enough of them to go
around. (In a 1974 ruling involving Detroit, the
Supreme Court struck down a "metropolitan
solution," of a kind that had also been tried
elsewhere, in which children would be bused
between city and suburb.) New York's schools
have never been significantly desegregated, nor
have those of Chicago, Philadelphia, or Detroit.
But in most cities with a more equal racial
balance in the schools-among them Buffalo,
Milwaukee, Pittsburgh, St. Paul, Louisville,
Nashville, and Portland, Oregon-desegregation
is a fact of life.

It may be that Kenneth Clarks' experiments
. with dolls don't have much to do with the real
world of the schools. (They were widely
criticized by other social scientists in the ensuing
years.) Thirty years ago, when southern
governors, school boards, and sheriffs were
barring the way to the schoolhouse door, this
question didn't really matter. As one study after
another has declared the schools a national
disgrace, especially over the past decade, the
debate over busing has been replaced by a far
more pragmatic question: What works?
IN 1972, THE first year of its school busing
plan, Okalhoma City lost more than 20 percent
of its enrollment. The school board had a
terrible time trying to bring the composition of
each school within 10 percent of that of the
system overall. White parents often finagled the
placement of their children in the neighborhood
school, which left other schools too heavily
black. Children were shuttled allover town.
The burden fell most heavily on black parents,
as it generally does with desegregation, because
at levels up to the fifth grade all busing was
from black to white areas. Blacks, few of
whom had much choice, stayed in the system,
and whites, especially affluent ones, left. Local
private schools quickly learned to mail their
literature to parents whose children were
completing fourth grade and facing the prospect
of being bused to schools in black
neighborhoods. Enrollment in public schools

Desegregation, though, has not brought
blacks the expected educational advantages. A
task force in Milwaukee found that in. the
system's fifteen high schools; all but one of
them integrated, blacks were scoring an average
of 24 on a reading test on which white students
were averaging 58. At every grade level and on
virtually every index blacks lagged far behind
whites. In 1990 black children nationwide
scored almost 200 points lower than whites on
their combined math and verbal SATs.

Of course, it is unreasonable to expect the
"integration effect" wholly to compensate for the
socioeconomic deficit with which many black
children arrive in school. The real question is,
How large is the effect? Hundreds of scholars,
maybe thousands, have devoted themselves to
this question. Their findings do not make a
strong battle cry for a cause as unpopular as
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has dropped from 71,000 at the time of
desegregation to 37,000 today. The racial
composition of the student body has gone from
75 percent white to 45 percent white. Today, as
you drive along the city's ruler-straight four-lane
roads, your eye is drawn to aging red-brick
structures with school names incised into the
masonry and rea1-estate signs out ~ont: ghostly
reminders of the system as it once was.

she spent at the integrated Northwest Classen
High School as the formative experience of her
life, said nevertheless, "I would give my
eyeteeth to get my kids into Millwood." School
authorities, she said, have begun cracking down
on nonresident parents trying to sneak their
children in. "I just haven't found a way of
getting an electricity bill with my name on it and
an address in Millwood," she told me.

The problem wasn't just a matter of whites
fleeing blacks, or even whites fleeing busing.
By the mid-seventies racial hostilities had
abated, and the assignment system had become
less eccentric and disruptive. But the schools,
like urban schools generally in the 1970s, were
in a tailspin.. Many of the well-to-do parents
who left had been mainstays of the system, and
their children had been high achievers. School
administrators had focused on racial harmony
almost to the exclusion of educational matters.
State legislators, who hadn't shown much
concern for public education when it was
segregated, lost all interest now that it was'
integrated. Oklahoma City today spends less
money per pupil than Birmingham or Jackson,
and less than half as much as Pittsburgh or St.
Louis. As a result of all this neglect, children in
the late seventies and early eighties were faring
worse with every year they stayed in school:
elementary students who scored above the
national average on achievement tests were
becoming below-average high school students.

It was in this demoralized atmosphere that the
school-board committee introduced its proposal
to return to neighborhood schools at the
One reason the idea
elementary level.
encountered so little resistance from black
parents is that their children were the ones being .
bused in the first through the fourth grades.
Even the urban League, which had helped shape
the Finger Plan, initially supported the proposal,
though the NAACP opposed it.
Leonard
Benton, the head of the Urban League, recalls
that parents had been complaining about the
busing of young children from the outset, on
grounds of equity. "The real concern among
black parents, " Benton says, "was the unfairness
of the one-way busing." Benton now supports
the establishment of a giant "educational park"
to which all children would be bused. The
proposal sounds widely expensive and
cumbersome, but Benton claims that it would
correct the inequity and provide quality
education.
Arthur Steller took over as superintendent of
the Okalhoma City public schools in 1985, the
year the elementary school neighborhood plan
was implemented. His previous posting had
been Mercer County, in the most backward
region of West Viriginia. Steller was a convert
to the "effective schools" movement, whose
tenets had been laid out a decade earlier by the
late black scholar Ronald Edmonds.' Edmonds
had insisted that social scientists like James
Coleman and Christopher Jencks were flat
wrong in concluding that, as he put it, "family
background causes pupil performance. "What
counted, he said, were the characteristics of the
school.
In schools that focus on basic
skills-schools with high expectations and a
secure sense of authority--any child can learn,

Black parents as well as white voted with
their feet.· Millwood, a formerly all-white
neighborhood that constituted a separate school
district, became a middle-class black enclave.
Millwood had only one school building, which
housed all .the grades, and it became the
separate-but-equal facility of choice for black
parents.
Russell Perry, the publisher of
Oklahoma City'S black newspaper, The Black
Chronicle, told me that "eighty percent of black
parents would send their children to Millwood if
they could find away."
Many of the black parents I spoke with
mentioned the Millwood school with undisguised
envy. Sandra Stutson, who recalled the years
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kids come from single-parent families, and at the
end of the day a grandparent or an elder sibling
is likely to come fetch them. Still, the
surrounding streets are lined with houses, not
apartment blocks or projects. It is not nearly so
mean a setting as that of the average inner-city
school. In the playground the basketball court
was cracked and the rims had been tom off the
backboards by middle-school students on one of
their regular rampages, but the principal,
Beverly Story, assured me that new rims would
arrive in a few days. The school was clean and
orderly and at least superficially well equipped.
The students were quiet when they were
supposed to be, and noisy the rest of the time.

Edmonds argued. The racial composition of the
school was largely irrelevant. "Desegregation,"
Edmonds said, "must take a backseat to
instructional reform. "
IN OKLAHOMA CITY, Arthur· Steller
committed himself to desegregating educational
results. Steller instructed every school in the
system to break down achievement-test results
by race, gender, and socioeconomic status.
Each school would be responsible for reducing
gaps to within specific limits and for applying
the tenets of the effective-schools movement in
whatever ways seemed relevant. Schools were
encouraged to bring low achievers into
before-school and after-school programs, and
also programs on Saturdays and during
vacations. Steller and the school board raised
graduation requirements, eliminated many
electives, and stressed advanced-placement
courses.

Longfellow has become a Dowell showcase,
because over four recent years achievement
levels have risen from the 35th percentile to the
62nd. Teachers at Longfellow attribute the
improvement to Story's focus on basic skills and
her insistence on retesting and reteaching until a
child has achieved mastery. Story talks about the
extra funds she's able to pry loose from the
school board on short notice, but even more
about Edmond's effective-schools tenets and the
renewed involvement- of parents, who now live
much closer to where their children go to
school, usually only a few blocks away. Story,
who, like Steller, is white and a Yankee,
acknowledges the arguments for integration, but
says, "A lot of these kids weren't making
progress in desegregated schools.
The
advantage of the neighborhood schools is that
you can target aid to them much more easily. "

From 1988 to 1990 Oklahoma City's black
students moved from the 43rd to the 49th
percentile on achievement tests; blacks from the
most disadvantaged backgrounds jumped from
the 36th to the 45th percentile. White students
also advanced-from the 65th to the 68th
percentile. The "Dowell schools"-the ones that
under the neighborhood plan have been
effectively resegregated, so that they are
virtually all-black-each receive $ 40,000 in
additional program funding, and students in
them have recorded the largest advance, from
the 34th percentile in 1986-1987 to the 48th in
1989-1990. The system-wide dropout rate has
also fallen considerably during Steller's tenure.
Earlier this year the American Association of
School Administrators gave Steller its annual
award in recognition of these changes.

Still, an experiment in separate-but-equal the
Dowell schools have a long way to go. Last
September the Equity Committee, which had
been charged by the school board with
monitoring the treatment of black students once
the neighborhood plan went into effect, kicked
up a mighty storm by claiming that the all-black
schools were worse than a group of "comparison
schools" in the city, which it had selected-not
only in test scores but also in "teacher
performance" and in some cases physical
facilities. The report arrived a month before the
school board was to defend the neighborhood
plan before the Supreme Court. It was a

The Dowell schools have become the basis
on which Steller's experiment is judged. I spent
a morning at Long-fellow, an elementary school
whose enrollment consists of two white, one
Hispanic, and about 250 black children.
Seventy percent of the children are eligible for
the federal free-lunch program, which means
that Longfellow is one of the least impverished
of the Dowell schools. Many, if not most, of the
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potentially disastrous conjunction, and the board
took the extraordinary step of rejecting the
report and firing the paid "equity officer."
Arthur Steller produced hundreds .of pages of
memos, statistics, and directives to refute the
committee's findings, which he charged were
motivated by a "personal political agenda"-to
subvert the board's argument before the Court.

hallways, told me that although those days are
gone, black students still complain of bias from
white teachers.
Oklahoma City'S principal gangs, the Bloods
and the Crips, have members at Classen, but the
principal, Richard Vrooman, has succeeded in
minimizing their presence. Students at Classen
say that "Northeast is a gang school," but at
their own school an atmosphere of harmony
appears to reign. Classen is 40 percent white
and 35 percent black, with the remainder Asian,
Hispanic, and Native American. No student or
teacher I spoke with could remember a recent
racial incident inside the school. Both the
official school attitude. and spontaneous
comments reflected the belief that desegregation
is a good thing.

The report was tendentious and almost
certainly unfair, given the strides made by black
students and especially those in the Dowell
schools, but it was also a signt that the black
community intends to hold Steller to his
promises. The fact is that family background
does strongly influence pupil performance, but
black parents are even less inclined than
reform-minded school administrators to accept
The
the idea of predestined outcomes.
equity-committee report also touched a sensitive
nerve-the expectation of blacks that whites will
deny them their fair share. Thelma R. Parks,
the president of the board, who voted to accept
the report, says, "There are still pockets of
segregation in the system." Some black parents
have seized on a supposed preponderance of
inexperienced teachers in all-black schools to
argue .that their children are not getting the
educational opportunities given to others. In the
Dowell schools, Parks says, "those teachers just
assume that the black children are going to fail, "
and thus reinforce the students' low
expectations.

One morning I asked the students in
Elizabeth Grove's eleventh-grade English class
what, if anything, it meant to them to be going
to an integrated school. A black girl sitting up
front, Katrina Watson, had just said that she had
as many white friends as black friends, that race
wasn't an issue, when Erin Bixler, a
timid-looking pale blonde girl sitting behind her,
piped up. Erin had grown up in Bethany, an
all-white suburb just west of Oklahoma City.
When her family moved, she was enrolled at
Taft, a middle school near Classen. "I was
scared to death," she said. "I didn't know
anything about black people. We'd hear all
these things in Bethany about how you were·
going to get beaten up in those schools, you
were going to get killed." After a few weeks of
terror she discovered that she had nothing to be
afraid of. Now Erin considers her friends in
Bethany hopelessly benighted. "The schools
there all have air-conditioning and they're
carpeted and everything else, but I like it more
here. "

THE PASSION' play of court-ordered
desegregation remains in the memory of veteran
teachers in the Oklahoma City schools, but little
of it is visible in the schools themselves, and the
surprise is how little attention anyone pays to the
issue of integration. A few years ago a fight at
a sandwich shop erupted between a white student
and a black one attending Northwest Classen
High School, and when the members of their
respective factions joined them, a minor race
riot ensued; but this was cited to me as an
anachronism. Racial issues tend to be more
subtle now. Charles Albritton, a guidance
counselor at Classen who recalls the bad old
days when black kids from the projects butted
up against privileged whites in Classen's

As I was leaving, another student beckoned
me over. His name was Ryan Veirs, and he had
arrived just last December from the little town
of Quinton, in eastern Oklahoma. His story was
like Erin's only more so. "There wasn't a black
within twenty miles of Quinton," he said in a
deep drawl. "It was heavy, heavy KKK. ". When
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he arrived at Classen, he fully expected to have
to fight for his life. He joined the wrestling
team, which turned out to include only one other
white kid. To his amazement and utter relief,
he was befriended by the other members of the
team. He told me with great pride that he now
regularly hangs out with his black friends.

losing streak.
When I asked about
desegregation, James said, half jokingly, "I think
it really has an effect on white people." After
James's monologue wound down, one of his
white friends said, with mock gravity, "I'm
actually black. I'm just white on the outside. "
So am I, said another.

A high school is probably one of the most
highly ramified social organizations in the
universe, so I was scarcely in a position to say,
after a few days, exactly how integrated Classen
is. In the cafeteria blacks, whites, Asians, and
Hispanics generally isolated themselves; the
same was true in the parking lot as the students
drove home. But they thought of racial and
ethnic grouping as natural. There was group
identity, but there was latitude for individual
nonracial choice. I heard both sides on the
question of whether a black kid would come
under pressure for dating a white; it was a
riskier choice for a black girl.

It's paradoxical, but scarcely absurd, to
suggest that desegregation provides as much of
a benefit to white students as to blacks. I was
scarcely the first person to notice the sense of
relief and pride that white students felt in having
achieved nonchalance with blacks. A study of
five desegregated schools by two scholars, Janet
Ward Schofield and H. Andrew Sagar, found "a
reduction in the almost automatic fear with
which many students, especially whites,
responded to members of the other race."
Schofield and Sagar also criticized the
predominant view of desegregation as "a
procedure designed to help blacks," rather than
"to foster a two-way flow of information and
influence. "

Teachers generally seemed to take what
desegregation researchers call the "color-blind"
attitude. I asked one teacher of an honors class
whether tracking had the effect of separating
students along racial lines. No, she said; her
class faithfully represented the school's racial
balance. In fact I counted four black students
and about twenty whites-far from the school's
overall racial balance. Another teacher said that
she had stopped noticing who was white and
who was black. Many of the students made no
such pretense. When I asked about interracial
friendships, several kids said to me that only
whites who "acted black" had many black
friends. A ninth-grade girl thought that it
worked the other way as well, but older students
assured me that there was virtually no such thing
as a black who "acted white."

As a procedure designed to help blacks--as an
education reform-desegregation has not been
terribly successful in Oklahoma City, or in a
great many other places. But as a cure for the
pathology of racial hatred and racial fear, it may
have accomplished a great deal.
Racial
familiarization may have more significance for
black students than for whites, for whom the
white-dominated larger world is a natural home.
"Every black kid who;s going to make it has to
cross that line at some point," Gary Orfield, at
Harvard, says. "And the sooner you cross the
line, the better. "
Desegregation is not an "issue" at Classen,
and a number of teachers were upset that I
talked about it.
There are no interracial
discussion groups, as there were in the early
days of the Finger Plan. Nobody talks about the
hardship of getting on a bus, or leaving the
home neighborhood. Desegregation is simply
there, a fact of life that stretches beyond the
memory of all the kids and many of the
teachers. Racial differences-in achievement,
background, manner:--is. simply there too,

One day at the Taco Bell just south of
Classen, I found two tables of black and white
kids killing time over lunch. A black freshman,
James Williams, immediately appointed himself
the group's designated talker. He enjoyed a
measure of fame as the wide receiver who had
caught the touchdown pass that had ended the
Classen Knights' astounding forty-two-game
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generally acknowledged, at least among
students. It's not a utopia, but it's a mingled
world. This seemed to me to be mor than
enough justification for the pain and suffering
Oklahoma City went through to desegregate its
schools.

gain an equal educational opportunity for their
children wherever those children attended
school.
We should thus think of the offspring of
Brown as including not only Northwest Classen
High School but also the equity committee and
the effective-schools movement and Arthur
Steller's commitment to desegregating
educational results.

THE POSSIBILITY is not altogether remote
that by the fiftieth anniversary of the Brown
decision, thirteen years hence, school
desegregation will be a historical artifact and a
curiosity. The suburbanization of whites and the
urbanization of nonwhites has made
desegregation impracticable in an increasing
number of places. In the forty-seven school
systems that make up the Council of the Great
City Schools, nonwhite students constitute three
quarters of the enrollment; in 1988 the Hispanic
enrollment overtook that of whites. At the same
time, desegregation has lost its advocates, one
by one-first the White House and Congress,
then the courts, then the bulk of black
intellectuals and activists.
The sudden
appearance in recent months, in New York,
Milwaukee, Detroit, and elsewhere, of proposals
for "Afrocentric" schools designed. specifically
for black students is signal proof of the declining
prestige of integration. When I called up the
NAACP in Louisville to ask about the city's
famously successful desegregated system, the
head of the education committee, John R.
Whiting, said that the chapter was looking
seriously at the Afrocentric-school proposals.
"We don't worship at the shrine of racial
balance," he admonished me.

And so school desegregation has lost its
momentum, lost much of its constituency, and
may even have lost its reason for being. What
remains by way of justification for this
cumbersome and intrusive process is the
unmeasurable effect of growing up with schools
like Classen. Some integrated environments
might have the effect of reinforcing prejudices,
and this point has been made by scholars of
desegregation. But if they replace otherness
with familiarity, if they help dissolve fear and
contempt--is that so very little? As the age of
desegregation gives way to the age of truly
separate-but-equal, we might do well to recall
something that Gunnar Myrdal wrote in An
American Dilemma, almost fifty years ago: "The
American Negro problem is a problem in the
heart of the American. It is there that the
interracial tension has its focus. It is there that
the decisive struggle goes on. "

Copyright c 1991, James Traub.
Reprinted with permission from the author.
This article first appeared in The Atlantic
Monthly, Sept. 1991.

It may be that Brown, having served its
express purpose of making equal education
accessible to black children, can now safely be
retired. It may be that desegregation isn't
needed. At the time of the decision, the black
legal scholar Derrick Bell has written, it was a
legal as well as societal impossibility to provide
equality in schools that blacks were required by
law to attend, in a system where such attendance
was a badge of inferiority. . . . Brown is
significant because it ended the legal
subordination of blacks, removed the barriers
that prevented blacks from going to school with
whites, and made it possible for black parents to
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Seeking A New Road To Equality:
A Split Develops Among Blacks As Many Question
Whether Integration Can Bridge The Gap With White America.
Is The Strategy Of The '60S Outdated And Ineffective In The '90S?
David Treadwell, Times Staff Writer
Los Angeles Times
July 7, 1992, Tuesday, Home Edition
SERIES: THE AMERICAN FUTURE: Year of
Decision. To help define what issues Americans
want to hear addressed by the presidential
candidates, Times reporters talked with people in
various communities about the most basic
aspects of life in the nation and their
expectations for the future. Today: Race
Relations. Last in a series.

educator Marva Collins. "Once they get to the
fifth or sixth grades, then it's OK for the
melting pot. "
From Oklahoma City to New York City, from
Miami to Chicago, the violence that ripped
through Los Angeles this spring has infused a
new urgency into debates about how to help the
urban underclass and heal the enduring racial
rifts in America. As the smoke clears from Los
Angeles, the national spotlight is turning back
toward issues that have long divided black
Americans from white Americans -- opportunity,
inequality and crime.

Today, even after almost 35 years, Clara
Luper still burns with the faith that fired her to
lead this city's first sit-in at a downtown lunch
counter that denied service to blacks.
"I hated segregation with a passion. I could
not understand why we couldn't eat downtown
or go to the schools that had the largest number
of books and the best equipment," said Luper, a
retired 69-year-old teacher and an activist in the
black community. Today, she says "I have no
objection to the militants who say we don't need
white folks. But I know that I need white folks
and I knoW white folks need me. It's a mutual
thing. "

But time spent in Oklahoma City - a
community where residential integration between
blacks and whites has proceeded to a point that
places it at roughly the national average for the
nation's largest cities - suggests that the
questions of how to bridge the lasting gaps
between black and white America are often just
as divisive among blacks themselves. Here, as in
many communities, blacks are splitting - often
along generational lines - around a fundamental
question: Are the means that black leaders have
historically employed to advance the race still
relevant to the 1990s?

Sharon Jackson, who is also black, doesn't
share Luper's conviction that integration is the
answer to racial woes. Jackson, a 23-year-old
teacher at a virtually all-black school here, fears
that too much damage is done to the self-esteem
and learning capabilities of young blacks by
uprooting them from their neighborhoods and
placing them in predominantly white settings
where they often are culturally and socially
alienated.

At its heart, the debate centers on political
priorities: Should blacks devote their energies
primarily toward demanding greater
representation in institutions dominated by
whites, or should their principal focus be on
bolstering institutions controlled by blacks?

"I think it's important that we teach our own
at this critical stage in their lives, said Jackson,
whose third-grade classroom at Martin Luther
King Jr. Elementary School is adorned with
sayings by the iconoclastic black Chicago

Generational Chasm

It

Last year, the Supreme Court decided a
school desegregation case here that crystallized
this generational chasm. The court upheld an
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Oklahoma City School Board plan that ended
mandatory busing to achieve integration in
grades 1 through 4 - even though that ensured
that students on the predominantly black
Northeast side of town would attend virtually
all-black schools. The ruling paved the way for
hundreds of formerly segregated school systems
around the nation to free themselves from
decades of federal control.

"How can you have a viable black community
without viable black institutions like schools?"
said Russell Perry, editor and publisher of the
weekly Black Chronicle in Oklahoma City. "The
civil rights movement wanted integration. Now
we live everywhere, but we fragmented our
community ....
Power is concentration. "

In Oklahoma City, local civil rights groups
such as the NAACP and the Urban League
bitterly fought the decision, seeing it as a
reversion to the old pattern of separate-but-equal
education. But their efforts were opposed by
many black parents, who had pushed the school
board to end busing in the early grades out of
the conviction that it exacted too great a price
from their children.

This debate recalls the divide between Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. and more militant blacks
in the late 1960s, but with one significant
difference: Blacks today are debating against a
backdrop of experience that has demonstrated
both the power, and the limits, of King's vision
of an integrated society that would equalize
opportunity.
In many respects, African-Americans are
clearly better off today than they were a
quarter-century ago. The number of black
elected officials has increased five-fold since
1970; more than four of every five young
African-Americans graduate from high school,
more than· double the percentage in 1960.
Measured in constant dollars, the share of black
families earning at least $25,000 more than
doubled from 1960 through 1982; as of 1989,
almost 44% of black families earned $25,000 or
more.

"I didn't like school busing when I was a kid
and I don't like it now," said Swarnnie Hill, 26,
the mother of six children ranging in ages from
1 to 10. "I prefer kids being able to walk to
school. If my kids had to be bused, I couldn't be
involved in PTA as much. . . ." .
For Clara Luper, and many like her in the
generation of blacks who grew up battling
against separatism vigilantly enforced by the
state, such talk is incomprehensible. For them,
integration remains the summum bonum, the
good from which all other good will flow. "I
would want my kids helicoptered if that's what
it takes," she said. "It's a shame those students
will grow up without knowing any whites and
whites will grow up without knowing them. "

But, for all those gains, the median income
among African-Americans remains only 59.4%
that of whites, a slightly lower percentage than
in 1970. And the share of blacks Jiving in
poverty, after dropping from more than half in
1959 to about one-third in 1969,· has budged
little since.

But many other African-Americans say that
the key to black advancement is the
concentration that nourishes community
institutions. In the wake of the Los Angeles
riots, for example, hardly any national leaders of any ethnicity - suggested that the solution to
the problems of South Central was to promote
greater integration in the city. Instead, the clear
focus was on building stronger institutions in the
black community -- particularly by expanding
access to capital for black entrepreneurs.

Another symptom of the gap between whites
and blacks is the deterioration of black families,
which first became visible in the 1960s and has
dramatically accelerated. The share of black
households headed by women has doubled since
the dawn of the civil rights era, rising from
21.7% in 1960 to· 43.8% in 1989. By
comparison, less than 13 % of white families are
headed by single women. Fully half of black
female-headed households live in poverty today.
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Meanwhile, true integration has proven
elusive even for the black middle class. Though
the number of blacks living in the suburbs has
increased substantially over the last 15 years, the
dominant trend since World War II has been
white flight that leaves blacks increasingly
segregated in central cities.

demanding more "personal responsibility" from
those it aids.
When Clinton came to Los Angeles in early
May after the riots, he insisted that the
rebuilding of the inner city depended as much on
strengthening cultural values as on christening
new government programs - and said that any
new programs should focus on rebuilding
neighborhood institutions, such as schools and
small businesses, rather than dispensing large
amounts of new federal largess.

These segregated residential patterns have
made integrated schooling virtually impossible.
Nearly 40 years after the Supreme Court struck
down school systems that separated pupils by
race, almost two-thirds of black children attend
schools where minorities constitute a majority of
the pupils. In Illinois, New York, Mississippi,
Michigan and California, three-fourths of black
youngsters attend such racially concentrated
schools.

This search for new directions at the apex of
national politics finds its echoes on the streets of
Oklahoma City, a sprawling, table-flat
community of 445,000 residents. Here, blacks
are increasingly taking stock and calling for a
reformulation of priorities and strategies in their
quest for economic and social eqUality.

If these are hard and disconsolate facts for
African-Americans, so is the intractable
opposition of white Americans to the traditional
agenda black leaders have advanced to confront
these problems. A survey by the Gallup
Organization last fall found that by almost 2 to
1, whites oppose busing to achieve integration;
by a margin of more than 5 to 1 they reject
programs that grant blacks special preferences in
education and employment - even when such
programs are presented as an attempt to offset
earlier discrimination.

"We have a job to do ourselves in providing
for our young people, improving our 'schools
and working closer together in law
enforcement, " said Goree James, the only
African-American on Oklahoma City'S
eight-member City Council. "We don't have to
'melt' to be successful. There's nothing holding
us back but ourselves."
Residents of one neighborhood in the
traditionally black Northeast Side are part of this
new spirit. Carved out of an urban renewal
district nearly a decade ago, the neighborhood
became an attractive location for families of
modest means. With the help of
government-subsidized mortgages, they were
able to buy property and finance construction of
comfortable, ranch-style homes with spacious
lawns.

Within Democratic circles, it has become
virtually an article of faith that one key to the
GOP dominance of presidential politics over the
last generation has been its subtle, and
sometimes overt, kindling of white resentments
on these issues and other racially tinged matters
such as capital punishment. That conclusion has
inspired a search for new approaches on racial
issues among Democrats -- one that fulfills the
party's historic commitment to blacks without
alienating whites on Election Day.

But when the oil bust devastated Oklahoma
City'S economy, the neighborhood was hit hard.
Many homeowners lost their jobs and were
driven into foreclosure. With a dearth of buyers
for the vacant properties, the houses were
boarded up and left unceremoniously to the
ravages of time and crime.

That process has been symbolized by
Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton's call for domestic
policies built on the principle of reciprocal
obligation - with government increasing its
commitment to provide opportunity but also
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Residents Pitch In

were bused during their elementary school years
to a school 10 miles away.

Two years ago, that began to change. A
neighborhood association was formed with an
aggressive, self-help agenda. Residents cleared
debris, cut grass and removed graffiti at the
unoccupied homes. An "eyes-on-the-street"
campaign was initiated to promote security.
Plans were drawn up for constructing a
neighborhood playground and a minipark with a
gazebo on two separate vacant parcels of land.

"I don't feel my kids got anything from being
in a racially mixed environment," said Leola
Pittman, 41, an aerospace employee at Tinker
Air Force Base in southeast Oklahoma City.
"They got an OK education, but . . . the only
time they learned anything about their racial
heritage ... was during Black Heritage Month. "
But the National Assn. for the Advancement
of Colored People and the Urban League oppose
the neighborhood school plan, contending that it
has shortchanged the Northeast Side and is an
unconscionable throwback to the Jim Crow era.

"We wanted to live here and have a safe,
nurturing environment where neighbor knows
neighbor and everyone has pride in their
community," said Dianne Ross McDaniel, a
social worker and single parent who heads the
neighborhood association. "But we realized that
if we wanted to improve things, we would have
to take full charge and full responsibility
ourselves. "

"The most glaring shortcoming of the plan has
been its failure to allocate resources - physical,
financial and human - to effect educational
equalization and effectiveness in the 'Dowell'
schools," the Urban League contended in a
position paper, referring to the nine Northeast
Side schools with virtually all-black enrollments.

To the overwhelming majority of blacks on
the battered Northeast Side, retaining
neighborhood schools is essential to any
community-rebuilding effort.

School Supt. Arthur Steller maintains that the
civil rights groups are unfairly comparing the
all-black schools with predominantly white
schools in the city's more affluent
neighborhoods. When they are compared with
schools in predominantly white, low-income
areas, he contends, their problems do not seem
as pronounced.

"Most of my parents are very supportive of
the neighborhood-school concept," said Linda
Toure, principal of Creston Hills Elementary
School, a handsome, Spanish-style building set
in a struggling· neighborhood of modest,
single-family homes. "They like having the
school as a focal point for the neighborhood. "

He maintains that the district is making a
concerted effort to overcome academic
deficiencies at the Dowell schools, so named
after the Dowell vs. Oklahoma City Board of
Education desegregation case that went to the
Supreme Court.

Creston Hills is one of nine elementary
schools on the Northeast Side that returned to
virtually all-black enrollment after the school
board discontinued mandatory busing for
desegregation for youngsters in grades 1 through

4.
Per-pupil expenditures at the Dowell schools·
exceed spending at schools with the highest ratio
of whites by an average of almost 25 %, he said,
and the gap in test scores between the all-black
schools and the district as a whole has been
narrowed over the last six years from 13 points
to 8, nearly a 40% reduction.

Leola and Don Pittman, a married couple with
five children who have lived in the Creston Hills
neighborhood for the last two decades, supported
the board's action.
Under desegregation, their three oldest
children, who now range in ages from 19 to 25,
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But civil rights activists and even some
parents who otherwise support neighborhood
schools maintain that black students at the
Dowell schools would perform better
academically if they were in integrated
classrooms.

"My OpInIOn is that we as a people are
swinging backwards," she said. "Now we don't
have the black hotels, the black grocery stores,
the black restaurants like we used to do.
Perry, the newspaper publisher and editor,
says that with 16 full-time employees his
business is probably the largest black-owned
enterprise on the traditionally black Northeast
Side of town.

"I liked it better when my daughter was being
bused," said Karen Bruner, 34, referring to her
daughter, Kara, 16, who was bused during her
grade-school years. ' "She had a mixture of
teachers and a mixture of children. The children
were being better educated. "

"I'm not saying that to be boastful," he said,
"but only to give you an indication of the state
of black enterprise in this community. Our
overall economic base within the city is virtually
nil; it's zero. "

But Don Pittman is among those who argue
otherwise. He cites his own experiences as a
student when busing was first mandated by the
federal courts. "My grades went totally down
when they started busing, " he said. "I went from
an 'A' student to a 'C: I even failed in
geometry and had to go to summer school to
make it up."

To Perry, this economic disenfranchisement is
the ironic, but inevitable, result of a .civil rights
agenda aimed at encouraging blacks to disperse
into white areas, and pin their hopes on
advancement in white businesses.

And Toure, the Creston Hills principal, thinks
integration is beside the point: "I think the best
thing we can do for our kids is to give them a
good foundation so that they can compete
anywhere. It's not necessary for them to be in a
class with white students to function
successfully. "

But many successful blacks refuse to reject the
dream of integration - or at least escaping the
ghetto for predominantly black neighborhoods in
suburbia. The choice Perry frames is an
extension of the underlying issue in the'
school-desegregation case: Are blacks better off
pursuing integration or concentrating together?
And do blacks entering the middle class have a
special responsibility to neighbors they left
behind?

Hopes ·of rebuilding neighborhoods from
within are complicated, ironically, by the very
success of the civil rights movement in allowing
middle-class blacks to move. into the suburbs stripping businesses of their best customers, and
neighborhoods of role models.

Otis Funches, a 56-year-old electronics
engineer, typifies the conflicting pressures and
emotions pulling at the black middle class.
He grew up poor in a segregated
neighborhood in southwest Oklahoma City.

Cornelia Roach, whose father was one of
. Oklahoma City's pioneering black entrepreneurs,
recalls the black business strip, "Deep Deuce."
It was here that her father owned a string of
once-thriving businesses - a hotel, a furniture
store and a hardware and variety store.

"We went to all-black schools, we couldn't eat
in any of the restaurants downtown and, as I
recall, there were even some exclusive stores,
like men's or women's shops, that we couldn't
even shop in," he said. ". . . We had no contact
with whites."

But, after integration laws permitted blacks to
shop anywhere, all that remains are the signs
that once graced the facades.

When he left as a teen-ager in the mid-1950s
to go into the Air Force, he never wanted to
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come back. After he got out of the military, he
moved to Los Angeles, where he went to
college, got his first job in electronics, married
and began rearing a family.

large metropolitan areas have not changed very
much since the 196Os," said Douglas S. Massey,
a professor of sociology at the University of
Chicago.

In 1981, however, an irresistible job brought
him back to Oklahoma City .. When he and his
wife, Nancy, started looking for homes, the one
unyielding criterion was that it not be on the
Northeast Side - not even in the fashionable
black neighborhoods of Wildewood or Park
Estates.

Orville Bradford, 67, is the personification of
historical perspective. In the early 1970s, he and
his late wife were among the first blacks to
move into the then lily-white Wildewood
neighborhood on the far Northeast Side.

"I didn't want to live in a segregated
neighborhood, " he said.

Initially, their neighbors could not have been
friendlier. But as more and more blacks moved
in, the dreams of integration took an all too
familiar twist.

He and his wife, a teacher at an Oklahoma
City public school, found the home of their
dreams in an affluent, predominantly white area
on the Northwest Side.

"All those friendly white people moved out, "
Bradford said. "There were just too many blacks
for them too soon. Now Wildewood is mostly
black. "

Their neighbors have been friendly and,
because so few blacks live in the area, have not
exhibited any of the usual fears of whites. "The
neighbors right next door are a retired couple,
and they're like family," Nancy Funches said.
"When they're out of town, they give us the key
to their house and I go in and water their
plants. "

Copyright 1992 The Los Angeles Times.
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They seldom set foot in any predominantly
black part of town.
"Integration is essentially working for us,"
Otis Funches said. "There may be some limits
on the job, like the 'glass ceiling'
African-Americans often bump into, but all in
all, I guess I don't have too much to complain
about. "
The Funches' experience remains atypical;
that residential integration remains extremely
limited in almost all major cities. Even in many
suburban communities, integration has tended to
be the period between the time the first black
family moves in and the last white family moves
out.
"When you look at the overall patterns you
find the level of black-white segregation in the
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A Surprise Roadblock For Busing:
A New Wave or Younger Black Mayors Seeks To Curb
School Desegregation Plans.
Decried By Some Parents And Civil Rights Leaders,
They Say It's Time To Focus On Rebuilding The Urban Core.

Stephen Braun, Times Staff Writer
Los Angeles Times
November 16, 1993, Tuesday, Home Edition
into a fractious public policy issue. In cities like
St. Louis, Cleveland and Denver, that
transformation has, at times, threatened to divide
leaders along generational lines and is setting
black families against each other.

Mayor Freeman Bosley Jr. does not consider
himself an enemy of civil rights - even if other
black leaders in his city do.
His pedigree is impeccable: He grew up in a
family absorbed by civil rights battles, headed
by a politician father who led boycotts against
white-owned businesses. At college, Bosley Jr.
flirted with militancy and headed the campus
Black Student Alliance chapter. Six months ago,
he was elected St. Louis' first African-American
mayor, a symbolic prize that long eluded black
aspirants in a city calcified by racial divisions.

With the retirement of Los Angeles' Tom
Bradley and Detroit's Coleman A. Young - the
last of the first wave of black mayors whose
success was steeped in civil rights themes younger elected officials like Bosley are staking
out their own path. Liberal on most matters,
they are most concerned with their cities' unique
problems.

Yet the 38-year-old coalition-builder in power
suspenders has stunned local civil rights leaders
and many black parents by calling for an end to
St. Louis' voluntary school desegregation
program - a system that buses 14,000 minority
students to suburban schools.

"It's a fundamental shift in how you tackle
urban problems," says Dennis Judd, a political
scientist at the University of Missouri at St.
Louis. "These mayors are saying that integration
is not necessarily the answer, that for cities to
work, you have to rebuild basic social
institutions. "

Bosley is among a growing number of black
mayors and political leaders who are taking steps
to scuttle court-enforced busing and
desegregation plans. The40-year battle to
integrate America's schools, they contend, has
ground· down into a Pyrrhic victory that offers
only faint progress for minority students and
drains resources from inner-city communities
and public schools.

"It's become an issue of practicality," says
Ronald Walters, a political science professor at
Howard University. "Integration is still a goal,
but since cities are unable to move all their
students, they're beginning to look at ways to
educate African-American students where they
live. "
Mayors who take that path have met with
mixed results. ·In Cleveland, a federal judge has
agreed to consider a plan, supported by Mayor
Michael White, to phase out busing and replace
it with a comprehensive overhaul of city
schools. And in Seattle, Mayor Norm Rice has
been the point man in an effort to relax a
court-ordered busing program and replace it with

"Some people are content to stand in
concrete," Bosley says. "But there are a lot of
black parents who think ifs time for a change. "
Black disillusionment with integration is not
new; but the rise of young leaders willing to
publicly abandon a core goal of the civil rights
era is transforming a distant, academic debate
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more school choice and expanded use of magnet
schools.

my children will make it in this world." Three
of Connors' sons passed through the busing
program and attend Purdue University. Connors,
48, whose two younger sons, Isaac and Eric, are
bused to a suburban high school, wishes she
could take back the vote she cast for Bosley last
April. "IfI knew this was coming, I wouldn't
have voted at all," she said.

But both mayors have carefully avoided
working toward an immediate ban on busing.
The perils of moving too fast became evident
recently when Denver Mayor Wellington Webb
was rebuffed by a federal judge when he and
other black and Latino leaders sought to
intervene in his city's busing order and bring it
to settlement.

St. Louis' busing plan has been in effect since
1982, when a federal judge upheld a
desegregation lawsuit filed 12 years earlier by a
group of black parents. Under its three-pronged
plan, 3,000 students are bused within city limits,
9,000 attend magnet schools and 14,000 children
board yellow school buses each day bound for
suburban schools. Suburban schools have agreed
to take in the inner-city students to avoid a
court-enforced mandate.

Yet many believe black mayors stand the best
chance among any public officials of finding
alternatives to decades-old busing plans.
"Only an African-American mayor can go up
against busing and come away with respect,"
says Donna Good, an aide to Webb. "It's like
(former Republican President Richard) Nixon
going to China. "

Susan Uchitelle, executive director of the
Voluntary Interdistrict Coordinating Council,
which administers the busing program, says the
St. Louis plan is the largest voluntary
desegregation operation in the country and "the
most successful. Certainly, we have some
parents who force their children to go. But in
most cases, the students get a lot out of the
program - their education improves and they
make friends with the white kids. "

In St. Louis, civil rights movement veterans
like Ina Boon, the matriarch of the local branch
of the National Assn. for the Advancement of
Colored People, vow to safeguard the right of
black students to attend predominantly white
sch()()l~.

"We will not accept separate but equal," she
says. "If it takes a plane, a train or whatever,
our children are going to have the right to learn
with white kids. "

Riding 45 minutes to and from his mother's
apartment in South City to Lindbergh High
School in south St. Louis County, 11th-grader
Isaac Connors, 17, manages to stay on the honor
roll and play varsity football.

Reluctant to vilify Bosley in public, Boon
does not rule out the possibility of a court fight
between the mayor and the NAACP.

"I think it works for me because I started
right out of elementary school," he says. "Kids
who start busing out of middle school or high
school have a hard time adjusting. "

Inner-city parents, likewise, are taking sides.
Sandra Hollis, mother of Joey and Jermaine,
elementary school-age boys who are bused an
hour each day to the south suburbs, wants
"neighborhood schools that work." Hollis, a St.
Louis Police Department computer worker, has
joined a parents group planning to petition U.S.
District Judge George F. Gunn Jr. to end
busing.

Sandra Hollis' 13-year-old son, Joey, is also
a Lindbergh district student. He has been riding
the bus for two years, but unlike Isaac Connors,
aches to return to city schools. His bus is
targeted almost every day by stone-wielding city
kids. His grades have fluctuated, he has few
white friends and he has been banned from the

Many other black parents defend busing, in
the words of Ruby Connors, as "the only way
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bus several times for throwing spitballs and
other infractions.

"I have to look out my window and listen to
all the voices on this issue," says Gunn,
choosing his words carefully. "The mayor,
coming out the way he has, is a very strong
voice. "

"The only time I hear from his teachers, it's
another discipline problem, " Sandra Hollis says.
"I work, so I can't go out there for meetings.
They don't make the effort to keep me
informed." Even if the busing program
continues, she has decided to return Joey to city
schools next year.

Bosley has taken care not to move too fast.
He has avoided the next logical step, asking
Gunn to allow the city to intervene in the court
case. A similar move by Denver Mayor Webb
backfired several weeks ago. Federal Judge
Richard Matsch ruled that Webb had "no
significant interest" in the case and turned down
his request to settle a busing order.

Architects of integration and busing programs
insist that with 500 American cities and
communities under federal orders to desegregate
their schools, the impact of a few influential
black opponents is not likely to be great.

Bosley prefers to let allies on the school board
take the lead. School board President Eddie
Davis and three other black board members
recently voted with a white majority to present
a new plan to Gunn to end the desegregation
case.

Gary Orfield, a desegregation expert and
Harvard University political scientist, notes that
attempts to end busing by black school board
members in Louisville, Ky., and Charlotte,
N.C., and by black parents in Atlanta had little
impact on judicial orders.
"Black politicians are not the black
community," Orfield says. "Support for
desegregation is still strong enough to convince
most cities to support busing. "

And two months before speaking out on the
busing issue, Bosley quietly sent Gunn a letter .
"expressing my concerns about the case." Gunn,
who replied to the mayor in a letter he declined
to detail, said the mayor informed him that he
hoped the busing order could be settled .

. Still, even federal judges shepherding complex
desegregation plans acknowledge they are not
deaf to some black mayors' arguments that the
need for quality education should precede the
drive for integration. A 1992 Supreme Court
ruling that racial imbalance alone is not a basis
for enforcing mandatory busing has moved some
judges to consider closing out their
desegregation orders as long as they see
improvement in urban schools.

Even if Gunn agrees to close out the case, St.
Louis' school system, which is 76% black,
would not instantly improve, Bosley
acknowledges. City officials would have to
persuade Missouri's Legislature to award St.
Louis not only the lion's share of desegregation
funding, but millions more to build schools,
renovate older buildings, hire teachers, buy
state-of-the-art equipment and fund new
programs.

In his St. Louis chambers, across the street
from the dimly lit City Hall office where Bosley
works, Judge Gunn says he is giving the
mayor's anti-busing views a hearing. But
Bosley's opinion, Gunn adds, is only one among
the multitudes he has to consider as he
determines the future of his 11-year-old court
order.

That is an unlikely prospect in a Legislature
dominated by rural leaders who chafe at the
amount of money already spent on city schools
and resent federal court orders that compelled
them to spend more than $1 billion on
desegregation.
"I'd have a lot of persuading to do," Bosley
says. "But if my mind can change, so can
others. "
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Bosley says he grew disillusioned with
integration as he watched his north St. Louis
community wither. In his childhood, he could
walk to movie theaters, bakeries, Laundromats,
pharmacies, beauty salons, barber shops and
restaurants. All that is gone, he says, as whites
and then middle-class blacks fled to the suburbs.

managed to thrash out a consensus with NAACP
officials over that city's court-ordered
desegregation program.
Cleveland has advantages that St. Louis lacks.
Cleveland's local NAACP organization, unlike
St. Louis', is dominated by younger members
amenable to new approaches in education. And
the Cleveland group is run not by a doctrinaire
older leader, but by George L. Forbes, a former
City Council president practiced in the art of
compromise.

Bosley says his change of heart on busing was
well-advertised during his campaign for mayor.
His stance, he insists, was ignored by local
media. That magnified the shock among other
black leaders when he informed a St. Louis Post
Dispatch editorial board meeting in September -five months after his election -- that he wanted
the desegregation program ended.

"What helped us is that the new blood (in the
local NAACP branch) wanted the court case
ended," he said. "And luckily, the national
office didn't lean on us. That made it easier to
sit down with (Mayor White) and come up with
something we all could agree on. "

Local civil rights leaders say Bosley artfully
concealed his views until after the election. "He
got all these people to vote for him who never
dreamed he would deviate from the gains we
have fought so hard to protect," Boon says.

The compromise, a plan that would minimize
but not eliminate busing and put more emphasis
on magnet schools and other community choices,
was also aided by the city's adoption of a
comprehensive plan to refashion the school
system. Backed by city leaders, the plan has
been approved by federal Judge Frank J. Battisti
-- although his desegregation order still stands.

NAACP officials also complain that Bosley
and other black opponents of busing play into
the hands of white segregationists.
"Some of these so-called critics will say, 'See,
what did I tell you? The blacks don't want
integration, either.' " says Beverly P. Cole, the
NAACP's national director of education. "It
gives aid and comfort to our enemies."

"Our plan made it easier for the judge to
agree to rethink his order, " says Chris Carmody,
White's chief education aide. "We feel it's only
a matter of time before we get a complete
settlement. "

Those fears cut deep in St. Louis, a city with
few integrated neighborhoods and a school board
that opposed integration until recent years. Civil
rights leaders were horrified when Bosley
appeared before a largely white crowd in South
St. Louis several days after coming out publicly
against the busing program.

In recent weeks, Bosley has made similar
conciliatory gestures, announcing that he and
Davis will join in a regional summit later this
month with the NAACP and other interest
groups to seek common ground over
desegregation issues.

After discussing other urban topics, Bosley
reportedly told his audience, "now for the best
part," then proceeded to reaffirm his opposition
to busing. The audience "lapped it up," one civil
rights leader says.

But Bosley says only a complete settlement of
the St. Louis court order will- satisfy him. In
that, he differs with his father, a honey-tongued
mattress factory owner and a 16-year veteran of
the St. Louis City Council.

The growing enmity between the new mayors
and old-line civil rights leaders is not necessarily
inevitable. Mayor White of Cleveland has

Freeman Bosley Sr. believes "those who want
to go to the suburbs should have that right --
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even if I think they're wrong for wanting to."
But his son wants the entire program scrapped.
St. Louis schools, Bosley Jr. says, desperately
need the $52 million that Missouri awards
suburban schools and bus firms each year to
carry out the desegregation order.
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"What has busing done for the black
community?" he asks. "We still have 47
all-black schools after 11 years of integration
(out of 50 city schools), we're losing some of
our best minds to the suburbs and we can't
afford to pay for basic improvements and
equipment at most of our schools. It's time to
try something else. "
Neighborhoods like his can only thrive again,
Bosley insists, when city schools begin to lure
back families who left. "We're never going to
trust our own schools and our own
neighborhoods as long as we keep sending our
kids off to the suburbs every morning."
Yet even as committed as he is to improving
neighborhood education, Bosley will soon face
an agonizing decision on his own family's
commitment to city schools.
His 2-year-old daughter, Sydney, will be
school age within three years. The mayor wants
her to start kindergarten at Harrison Elementary,
the nearest public school.
But his wife, Darlynn, is not so certain. She
prefers the idea of Sydney attending a city
magnet school - part of the system created
under the desegregation order.
And Darlynn Bosley speaks from experience,
the mayor admits, wincing slightly. She works
as a special education teacher for the city
schools.
"Believe me; we're facing the same dilemma
that many parents are tom over," Bosley says.
"But at least we're committed to staying in the
city system. We just can't run any more."
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'Brown'Revisited: Can Separate Schooling Be Equal?
James Walsh, Staff Writer
Star Tribune
September 19, 1992, Saint Paul Edition

"In the field of public education, the doctrine
of separate but equal has no place. Separate
educational facilities are inherently unequal."
- Brown vs. Board of Education of
Topeka, 1954.

"This is a real sign of the times. The people
in Minnesota may imagine they're doing this for
their own reasons, when in fact it's part of a
national trend. This puts another nail in the
coffin of the [Brown vs. Board of Education]
decision. "

For nearly a decade, growing minority
enrollments in Minneapolis and St. Paul have
made clear to Minnesota educatoFs that the
cooperation of suburban schools is essential to
integration, but they failed to pursue such a
solution.

Gary Orfield, a Harvard University political
scientist and expert on desegregation, said,
"There is no question this will lead to segregated
schools. I really think it is an irreversible
decision."

Now, the state Board of Education appears
poised to scrap a 20-year rule requiring racial
balance in individual schools. Some fear the plan
dismisses the value of desegregation and worry
that local schools will soon be separated into two
unequal groups - poor minority schools in the
cities and affluent white schools in the suburbs.

Since 1973, the state has said that
minority-race enrollment in a school can be no
more than 15 percent above the districtwide
average. New rules eliminating that stricture
could be approved in a month. After public
reviews and hearings, it could be in place by the
next school year. If the critics are right and
Minnesota is retreating from the battle to
integrate its schools, it represents a sharp break
with the rhetoric of the past 25 years.

State officials defend their proposal - which
they say requires suburban schools to participate
in urban desegregation plans. Critics, however,
say the rule is vague, provides no funding for
those plans and imposes no true penalties for
districts that refuse to integrate.

Since the Supreme Court's 1954 decision in
Brown vs. Topeka Board of Education, many
legal battles, court orders and state rules have
held that racial balance is necessary to ensure a
good education for children .of color.
Maintaining or creating racial balance was the
driving force behind desegregation from
Charlotte to Little Rock, Detroit to Oklahoma
City.

Although the plan opens the door to
increasingly popular neighborhood schools and
culturally centered programs for children of
color, those who still hold to the ideals· of
desegregation say the result will be inner-city
school districts that mirror the blight and despair
of segregated public schools in Detroit, Chicago
and New York City.

Minneapolis began desegregating some
schools in the 196Os, St. Paul in the 1970s.
Minneapolis' efforts became more aggressive
when a federal judge ordered the district to
desegregate in 1972. Minneapolis was not
released from that court order until 1983.

"If the experience of other communities holds
fast in the Twin Cities, this makes resegregation
almost inevitable," said Jonathan Kozol, a
former teacher and author who has written about
inequalities in education.
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Minneapolis and St. Paul have usually been
able to meet the 15 percent rule through a
combination of demographics - the total number
of minorities was relatively low - and evolving
internal plans that shifted school attendance
boundaries and created "magnet" schools to
distribute racial concentrations.

"They came to a point where they needed
leadership from the state - the commissioner, the
governor, the Legislature - and they just haven't
gotten it," he said. "It's a fear of the unknown.
And it's a belief that you're going to lower your
standards and that all the social ills of the city
will follow. "

But the inner cities can no longer integrate
themselves. In 1975, students of color made up
21 percent of Minneapolis' enrollment. In
1991-92, that number is 54 percent. In St. Paul,
the numbers went from 14 percent in 1975 to
more than 45 percent last year.

St. Paul Superintendent Curman Gaines
believes the state's refusal to press for
integration between the suburbs and the cities
follows 12 years of national inertia toward issues
of race and education. St. Paul and Minneapolis
enrollments will become increasingly dominated
by children of color and increasingly isolated.
But instead of provoking greater suburban
participation, Gaines said, the new plan merely
maintains the status quo.

Those changes have made the realities of
racial balance more problematic; school officials
began looking to the suburbs. And there, it
seems, is where they hit a dead end.

"There is nothing there to make the suburbs
become more involved," he said. "How do they
think that will happen?"

Two years ago, a state task force concluded
that maintaining racial balance in schools should
be the responsibility of many school districts
once minority enrollment in any nearby district
approaches or exceeds 50 percent. That
recommendation would have forced the suburbs
to find voluntary ways to .help desegregate
schools in Minneapolis and St. Paul by now.

Doug Wallace, Minneapolis' representative
on the state Board of Education, said suburban
involvement will be assured through the state's
review and approval process for integration
plans. The suburbs will not be allowed to
remain white enclaves where children have no
contact with children of color, he said.

Little has happened.
Roseville and St. Paul have a plan to open
and operate a racially balanced, joint elementary
school and a similar secondary school. The
Legislature has not provided the funding.

"The primary consideration of this rule,
besides addressing the rights of parents of
students of color, is to encourage integration and
desegregation," he said.

Other committees and task forces have met to
explore similar plans for Minneapolis and its
suburban neighbors. Suburban superintendents
have expressed enthusiasm, and there have been
meetings and some preliminary proposals - but
little more.

Plans could involve teacher exchanges and
sending suburban kids to urban schools for
workshops or joint student councils, he said.
Districts could opt for shared schools, although
Wallace admits funding issues are the
Legislature's domain. "Lack of money is all too
often used as an excuse for not starting down a
path of meaningful initiatives," he said.

Will Antell, a former desegregation expert
for the state Department of Education who now
works in Indian education, said apathy, political
unpopUlarity and racism will probably keep in
limbo any plan to move minority urban
schoolchildren to the suburbs.

But it is the plan's initiative to free urban
districts from "the 15 percent rule" that may be
its most meaningful provision, Wallace said. It
will "acknowledge the rights of parents to select
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the most appropriate learning environment for
the children. "

change the rule, said the plan could make
resegregation possible. Perhaps, he said, racially
separate schools can provide equal education.
"It's never been proven that desegregation leads
to quality education," he said.

In fact, Wallace said, the plan comes from a
task force composed of several minority group
members who saw other issues at stake besides
desegregation.

Desegregation may not have resulted in equal
student achievement, but it has produced greater
understanding and acceptance, and should not be
abandoned, said Orfield, the Harvard education
expert.

Victoria Davis, a St. Paul parent, said she
believes in the need for integration. But she said
black parents want a high-quality education for
their kids. And busing children of color to share
schools with white children doesn't guarantee
that.

"Making desegregation equal is damn hard, "
he said. "But there's no particle of evidence that
anyone can make segregation equal. We tried
that. It didn't work."

"My argument is that every school ought to
be good," she said. "If you make every school
good, you're not going to have a problem."

Dave Hage, a former Star Tribune reporter
who was one of the students named in the
lawsuit against Minneapolis that led to
court-ordered desegregation, said going to
school with children of color removed the racial
blinders of many white students.

Said Wallace, "What I heard was, 'Look, I'm
tired of having my kids bused allover hell. And
I'm trying to select the environment that offers
the best education for my child.' How can you
argue against that?"·

"I can remember talking to a friend of mine
in ninth or 10th grade and him telling me, 'My
dad's a racist and he doesn't want me going to
school with black kids. But I can no longer
agree with. my dad's racism,' " Hage said.
"That, to me, was proof that it worked. "

In 1991, Minneapolis launched its all-black
Afrocentric Academy as an experiment to
improve student performance. Last fall, it
opened an American Indian program. The school
proved so popular with Indians that in order to
comply with desegregation rules, the district had
to tum away Indian children until it admitted
more whites.

Gaines said the state's plan will make those
experiences less common. As minority
populations rise past the 50 percent mark, whites
and middle-class families of color will leave a
school system they perceive as inferior. And
they'll take much of the tax base with them, he
said.

At the same time, the school district is
considering reintroducing neighborhood schools
as part of its own study of desegregation issues
and choice programs.

The school district that remains will be
predominantly made up of minority members
and will be predominantly poor.

Steve Cramer, a Minneapolis City Council
member and proponent of neighborhood schools,
is excited by the possibilities. He's convinced
that a return to neighborhood schools wouldn't
lead to a return to segregated schools.

That, said Kozol, guarantees a battle for
resources that urban minority school districts
cannot win. One need only look at Camden,
N.J., New York City and Chicago for evidence,
he said.

"We're past that as a society - at least in
Minneapolis in 1992," he said.
AI Zdon, a state Board of Education member
from Hibbing who chaired the committee to
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"Only historical amnesia could allow any
responsible citizen to contemplate the notion of
separate but equal schooling," Kozol said. "It
has never existed."
Minority enrollment grows in inner cities ...
Percentage of student enrollment from
minority groups:
Minority population numbers
Minneapolis
1975: 21 %
1980: 31 %
1985: 40%
1991-92: 54%

St. Paul
1975: 14%
1980: 25%
1985: 34%
1991-92: 45%
... while suburban schools stay white
East Metro
(1991-92 only):
South Washington County: 6%
Roseville: 11.4%
Rosemount I Apple Valley I Eagan: 6.5%
West Metro
(1991-92 only):
Anoka-Hennepin: 6%
Richfield: 17.1 %
Edina: 4.12%
Minnetonka: 3.5%
Bloomington: 10%
St. Louis Park: 11.3 %
Source: School districts

Copyright 1992 Star Tribune. Reprinted
with permission of the Star Tribune,
Minneapolis-St. Paul.
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